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ABSTRACT
The 4Fe4S cluster has been identified in various DNA-processing proteins spanning
a variety of biological functions and all domains of life. Recently, a novel functional
role for the cluster has been identified for proteins in DNA repair and replication
as a redox switch for DNA binding. Human DNA primase utilizes this redox
switch to coordinate primer handoff in replication. The enzymatic activity of
DNA polymerase δ is tuned by the redox-switch, allowing for a fast and reversible
regulation of replication in response to oxidative stress. In all cases, the redox of
the 4Fe4S cluster is achieved through DNA-mediated charge transport (CT), the
ability for DNA to carry charge through its pi-stack. Due to the reliance of this
phenomena on the pi-stacking of the nitrogenous bases, DNA CT is sensitive to
DNA lesions and mismatches and can proceed over long molecular distances if the
DNA is well-stacked. Given this powerful biological phenomena, new inter-protein
signaling interactions have been identifiedwith important downstream consequences
for genome fidelity. Here, we investigate the ways DNA-mediated charge transport
between DNA processing enzymes results in efficient DNA repair or prevention of
DNA-damage.
First, we investigatedDps, a bacterial ferritin that protectsDNA fromoxidative
stress and implicated in bacterial survival and virulence. Dps iron sites can scavenge
diffusing oxidants directly but additionally electrons and electron holes can be
rapidly transported through the base-pair pi-stack though DNA CT, thus providing
an additional mechanism of genome protection by Dps. Using X-band EPR, we
monitored formation of mononuclear high-spin Fe(III) sites of low symmetry as a
gauge of effective Dps protection via oxidation of its iron sites. Using poly(dGdC)2
or poly(dAdT)2 DNA, we uncovered the dependence of DNA protection by Dps
to the formation of guanine radical intermediates. Oxidation of Dps iron sites
depended on the presence of the W52 residue. Point mutations of W52 revealed
its involvement in an electron transfer (ET) pathway for the oxidation of the Dps
iron sites. Finally, we investigated the in vivo consequences of the Dps W52 residue
by complementing knockout Dps E.coli with plasmids expressing WT, W52A, or
W52Y Dps and applying oxidative stress to the cells through hydrogen peroxide
treatment. These assays further demonstrated the ability of Dps to protect the E.coli
genome from harmful oxidants DNA-mediated electron transfer processes.
Second, we assessed the redox properties of EndoIII and MutY, two base
vexcision repair glycosylases containing 4Fe4S clusters, in the presence and absence
of DNA. Previous work has shown these proteins to have a midpoint redox potential
around 80mV vs. NHE when bound to DNA with a positive shift in potential in
the absence of DNA. However, electrochemical details that define this midpoint
potential have not been uncovered. Using a pyrolytic graphite edge electrode, we
measured the midopoint potential of point mutations of EndoIII where point charges
are flipped near the cluster (K208E, Y205H, and E200K) in the absence of DNA.Our
measurements suggest that a change in a single point charge is not enough to shift
the 4Fe4S cluster midpoint potential dramatically. Addition of a poly-l-glutamate
polyanion introduced a slight negative shift (~20mV), but with the introduction of
DNA a large negative shift was observed (70mV). Overall, binding to the DNA
polyanion is the dominant effect in tuning the redox potential of the 4Fe4S cluster,
helping to explain why all DNA binding proteins with 4Fe4S clusters studied to date
have similar DNA-bound potentials.
With these similarDNA-bound potentials, inter-protein redox signaling should
occur. Previous works have demonstrated DNA-mediated redox signaling such
as EndoIII signaling to DinG helicase, involved in R-loop maturation, increasing
cellular survival by resolving deleterious R-loops. Additionally, different cluster-
containing repair proteins of different functions and domains of life have been shown
using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to localize to DNA mismatches through a
redox switch for DNA-binding affinity. Given a DNA-mediated redox signaling
system to scan the genome for lesions, the expression levels of these proteins may
play a role in defining the scanning efficiency. We identified that the EndoIII
E.coli knockout strain was sensitive to UV irradiation. This implies that EndoIII
assists the nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway via DNA-mediated redox
signaling. However, knockout of MutY, another 4Fe4S glycosylase, does not impart
the same UV sensitivity, and thus suggests key differences between MutY and
EndoIII that define effective DNA-mediated redox signaling. Thus, the effect of
protein expression level on the efficiency of DNA-mediated redox signaling was
investigated using inducible protein expression of EndoIII to rescue UV-sensitivity.
Using both plasmid-based and genome integrated constructs, we uncovered that
low amounts of EndoIII expression were enough to rescue the growth defect, and
overexpression ofWTEndoIII leads to a greater defect caused by excess non-specific
enzyme activity. These findings further informed investigation of this unique protein
signaling interaction between EndoIII and NER protein UvrC.
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With proper EndoIII rescue plasmids, we further characterized the DNA-
mediated redox signaling interaction betweenEndoIII andUvrC.UsingUV-irradiation
of genetic knockout strains and growth curve analysis, we demonstrate that EndoIII
expression is essential for efficient repair of UV-induced DNA lesions, as measured
through quantitative changes in growth lag-time when wild-type or mutant EndoIII
is present in the cell. Electrochemical analysis of EndoIII point mutants quantify
the DNA-CT inefficiencies that lead to the observed phenotypes. EndoIII, a BER
repair protein, assists the NER pathway in the repair of UV-induced DNA lesions
via DNA-mediated redox signaling. These results give evidence of a new signaling
crosstalk between two distinct DNA repair pathways.
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NOMENCLATURE
AFM. Atomic force microscopy.
BER. Base excision repair: a DNA repair pathway specialized in the repair of
single damage DNA bases.
CC104. Strain of E.coli with a deactivated β-galactosidase caused by a A–>C
substitution.
CD. Circular dichroism.
D138. Aspartate 138 of EndoIII: Involved in EndoIII glycosylase activity.
DNA. Deoxyribonucleic acid.
DNA CT. DNA charge transport: the phenomenon in which DNA conducts charge
through its stacked nucleobases.
EMSA. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay.
EndoIII. Endonuclease III: a base excision repair glycosylase.
EPR. Electron paramagnetic resonance.
InvA. Strain of E.coli with an inverted rrnA operon.
K120Q. Lysine 120 of EndoIII: Involved in EndoIII glycosylase activity.
NER. Nucleotide excision repair pathway: a DNA repair pathway specialized in
repairing bulky DNA lesions such as those formed by UV irradiation.
NHE. Normal hydrogen electrode.
nth. Name of gene encoding EndoIII.
OD600. Optical density at 600nmmeasured through absorbance at that wavelength.
PGE. Pyrolytic graphite edge.
R-loop. Three stranded nucleic acid structure; RNA invades the DNA duplex cre-
ating a RNA:DNA hybrid along with the excluded DNA strand.
RBS. Ribosome binding site.
rrnA. An operon in E.coli encoding ribosomal and transfer RNAs.
W52. Tryptophan 52 of Dps: Involved in Dps electron transfer pathway.
Y82. Tyrosine 82 of EndoIII: Involved in EndoIII DNA CT.
1C h a p t e r 1
DNA-MEDIATED REDOX SIGNALING IN BIOLOGY
21.1 DNA charge transport
The phenomenon of DNA to conduct charge through its stacked nucleobases,
or DNA charge transport (DNA-CT), provides biology with the ability to carry
out long-range redox chemistry. This phenomena was experimentally demonstrated
usingmetallointercalators containingRu orRh in a donor-acceptor pair [1]. DNACT
of an electron from the photo-excited metallointercalator to its distal partner results
in luminescence quenching and is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The metallointercalators
Ru(phen)2dppz2+ and Rh(phi)2phen3+ attached covalently to either ends of a 15-
mer DNA duplex as donor and acceptor pair. DNA CT was observed through
rapid quenching of the donor luminescence by the acceptor after photo-excitation.
Multiple in vitro setups have been used to measure DNA CT subsequently resulting
in characterization of its picosecond timescales [2] and sensitivity tomismatched and
otherwise perturbed base stacking [3, 4]. The sensitivity ofDNACT to perturbations
in base stacking resulted in development of diagnostic platforms such as a setup
to detect hyperactivity of DNMT1 methyltransferase in colorectal tumors using a
DNA-mediated signal from a intercalative methylene blue probe [5]. Naturally, the
question arose of whether or not redox active proteins can also utilize the sensitivity
of DNA CT to base stacking. Appropriately, multiple DNA-processing enzymes
spanning multiple biochemical functions and all domains of life have recently been
identified to contain a 4Fe4S cluster. More andmore, these proteins have been shown
to be redox active on DNA with their oxidation states defining their biochemical
activity, affinities, and inter-protein signaling capabilities [6–11].
Figure 1.1: Illustration of experiment demonstrating photo-induced electron transfer
through DNA adapted from Grodick et al [12]. The Ru donor and Rh acceptor are
shown in yellow and red respectively.
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Table 1.1: Table of Fe4S4 DNA processing enzymes.
1.2 Fe4S4 Clusters in DNA-processing enzymes
The Fe4S4 cluster is a metal cofactor comprised of four iron and four sulfide
ions arranged in a cubane structure. These clusters are used in one electron redox pro-
cesses and can be very reactive [13]. For example, theRadical S-adenosylmethionine
(Radical SAM) enzymes utilize their Fe4S4 cluster to generate a 5’-deoxyadenosyl
radical intermediate which could then carry out difficult chemical reactions such as
C-H bond activation [14]. However, DNA processing enzymes spanning multiple
biochemical functions and all domains of life have been shown to contain 4Fe4S
clusters (Table 1.1). In the context of DNA CT, the bacterial DNA-repair proteins
containing 4Fe4S clusters have been shown to be redox active with a midpoint po-
tential for their [Fe4S4]2+/3+ couple of around 80mV vs NHE [6, 7, 9]. The sharing
of this midpoint potential could be an evolutionary consequence and could allow for
redox to occur between proteins through DNA, a phenomena called DNA-mediated
redox signaling. From Table 1.1, it is apparent that instead of 4Fe4S clusters being a
structural relic from ancestral organisms, more clusters are being identified in higher
organisms. Potentially, the redox capabilities of this metal cofactor could impart
4biology with diverse biochemical mechanisms for genome maintenance, gene ex-
pression, and coordination of large biomolecular machines. Here, DNA-mediated
redox signaling, a long-range DNA CT signaling mechanism, as well as key exper-
iments utilizing a diverse set of in vitro and in vivo techniques that demonstrate this
phenomenon.
1.3 DNA-mediated redox signaling
DNA-mediated redox signaling at its core is a redox reaction between two
4Fe4S cluster proteins using DNA CT with the signal being the electron traveling
through the well-matched base stack. This signaling allows for switching of oxida-
tion states of the DNA-repair proteins involved in the system. The oxidation state
affects the non-specific DNA binding affinity of these proteins, ultimately coordi-
nating "on" and "off" binding events to occur and thus allow for these proteins to
scan the DNA for lesions that disrupt the base stack. Thus, DNA-mediated redox
signaling between 4Fe4S DNA-repair proteins allows for scanning of the genome
for DNA damage and the localization of these proteins to those damaged sites.
1.4 In vitro experiments demonstrating DNA-mediated redox signaling
In vitro experiments are essential to the characterization and demonstration of
DNA-mediated redox signaling. The Barton laboratory has utilized DNA-modified
electrochemistry, pyrolytic graphite-edge electrochemistry and traditional biochem-
ical techniques to characterize proteins that utilize DNA-mediated redox signaling
for cellular function and measure their individual redox activity. Atomic force mi-
croscopy was used to demonstrate the ability of these proteins to redistribute to
DNA strands containing mismatches using this redox signaling mechanism.
In order to perform DNA-mediated redox signaling, DNA repair proteins
must be redox active when bound to DNA. Endonuclease III (EndoIII), a base
excision repair (BER) glycosylase, displayed reversible redox of its 4Fe4S cluster
with a midpoint potential measured at 80mV vs. NHE on DNA-modified electrodes
[6, 15]. Subsequently, DinG helicase, XPD helicase and MutY glycosylase also
displayed this same redox activity [6, 7, 9]. We now have the components for
inter-protein signaling using DNA-mediated redox but biochemical characterization
of EndoIII would prove to be a final essential piece to proper demonstration of
this DNA-mediated signaling mechanism. Point mutants of EndoIII revealed the
key residues involved in its redox and enzymatic activities. EndoIII Y82A was
demonstrated to have 90% WT enzyme activity but shown to be less redox active
5on DNA-modified electrodes compared to WT [16]. On the other hand, D138A and
K120Qhave been shown to be catalytically deactivated but still able to conductDNA-
mediated redox signaling [16] (Chapter 5). With these point-mutants, the Barton
lab demonstrated inter-protein DNA-mediated redox signaling through AFM. The
AFM redistribution assay involves incubation of proteins of interest with either well-
matched or mismatched DNA strands. Using AFM, proteins bound to well-matched
or mismatched DNA strands can be quantified and thus protein redistribution to
mismatched strands is detectable and would suggest DNA-mediated redox signaling.
Indeed, EndoIII, XPD, and DinG have all been demonstrated to interchangeably
redistribute to mismatched strands of DNA using AFM [8, 9, 16, 17]. More recently,
the effect of oxidation state of the 4Fe4S cluster of EndoIII was characterized using
microscale thermophoresis (MST) [17]. The 3+ oxidation state of the 4Fe4S cluster
of EndoIII was shown to have a 500-fold tighter binding affinity to non-specific
DNA compared to the 2+ oxidation state as measured by MST.
1.5 In vivo experiments demonstrating DNA-mediated redox signaling
Although the discussed in vitro experiments defined the biochemical mech-
anisms of DNA-mediated redox signaling, in vivo experiments are essential for
validating the existence of this phenomena in cells. These in vivo assays share a
common formula: demand a particular DNA-repair pathway to perform its repair
function, quantify successful repair events through a measurement of growth or
fitness, disrupt the performance of repair by knocking out putative DNA-mediated
redox signaling partners, and rescue the performance of repair using point mutants
of the signaling partner that modify its DNA CT capabilities.
Lac reversion assay
The first in vivo assay used to demonstrate DNA-mediated redox signaling
utilized a previously constructed strain, CC104, which reported on MutY activity
[18]. In CC104, substitution of an adenine for cytosine inside the lacZ gene creates
an inactivation of β-galactosidase activity. Only a GC to TA transversion event
at the specific site will restore β-galactosidase activity. However, MutY activity
should prevent this transversion from occuring. E.coli CC104 growth on minimal
lactose medium will only occur with β-galactosidase activity. Therefore, growth of
CC104 occurs only with a decreased efficiency ofMutY activity. After knocking out
EndoIII, CC104 reversion increased two-fold, suggesting that EndoIII contributes
to efficient MutY activity [16]. Additionally, this reversion is not decreased with
6complementation of DNA CT deficient Y82A EndoIII, demonstrating the DNA CT
capabilities of EndoIII leads to more MutY activity [16].
InvA growth assay
Another assay that demonstrated the importance of DNA-mediated redox
signaling in vivo was the InvA growth assay. This assay measures the growth of
a previously constructed strain called InvA [19] which reports on DinG helicase
activity. DinG is a 4Fe4S cluster containing helicase involved in R-loop maturation.
The InvA strain contains a genetic inversion of the rrnA operon, a highly transcribed
operon encoding ribosomal RNAs. This inversion forces transcription of the operon
to occur in the opposite direction of replication and thus creates a deleterious R-loop
which DinG must unwind in order for the strain to survive [19]. Knocking out DinG
or proteins which affect the repair efficiency of DinG results in a large growth defect
[9, 19]. After knockout of EndoIII in InvA, a growth defect was indeed observed [9].
This growth defect again could not be rescued through plasmid complementation of
Y82AEndoIII but could be rescued usingD138AEndoIII, a catalytically deactivated
point mutant that can still carry out DNACT. The InvA growth assay established that
the repair activity of DinG relied only on EndoIII DNA CT ability but not enzyme
activity and was a monumental demonstration of DNA-mediated redox signaling
inside cells.
1.6 Conclusion
DNA-mediated redox signaling has been characterized by multiple in vitro
and in vivo experiments. It is an phenomenon that is dictated by non-specific
DNA-binding affinity, redox activity, and is interchangeable between redox-active
proteins. Additional details about this biological phenomenon were investigated in
this thesis. Here, we will establish the biochemical features that define the 80mV
midpoint potential of the [Fe4S4]2+/3+ couple using graphite electrochemistry. We
will explore the effect of protein expression level on DNA-mediated redox signaling
using tunable expression systems. Finally, we will uncover a new DNA-mediated
redox signaling interaction between EndoIII and UvrC, a nucleotide excision repair
protein using in vivo experimental approaches.
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PROTECTION OF DNA BY DPS BACTERIAL FERRITIN USING
PROTEIN-DNA ELECTRON TRANSFER
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Dps proteins are dodecameric (12-mer) bacterial ferritins that protect DNA
from oxidative stress, and have been implicated in bacterial survival and virulence
[1]. This protection is thought to derive from the ferroxidase activity of Dps, where
Dps proteins simultaneously deplete ferrous iron and hydrogen peroxide, reactive
species that can otherwise form damaging hydroxyl radicals via Fenton chemistry
[2] . Like other ferritins, Dps proteins are spherical, with a hollow core where
oxidized iron is reversibly stored. Some Dps proteins nonspecifically bind DNA,
such as that from Escherichia coliwhich utilizes N-terminal lysine residues for DNA
binding [3]. Within cells, Dps is upregulated by the transcriptional regulator OxyR
in response to oxidative stress [4]; Dps is also upregulated in stationary phase, when
an additional physical component of Dps protection may be biocrystallization with
DNA [5].
DNA charge transport (CT), where electrons and electron holes are efficiently
transported through the base-pair pi-stack, represents a powerful means to carry out
redox chemistry from a distance [6]. Moreover, DNA CT chemistry is remarkably
sensitive to the integrity of the intervening DNA. We have explored biological
applications of DNA CT, where we have seen this chemistry being utilized as a first
step for DNA repair proteins containing 4Fe4S clusters to signal one another and
thus localize to the vicinity of a lesion within the vast milieu of the genome [7].
We have also found examples where DNA CT facilitates the selective activation of
redox-active transcription factors to respond to oxidative stress from a distance [6].
Given these applications of DNA CT, we considered whether Dps, in addition to
interacting directly with diffusing oxidants, might also utilize DNA CT to protect
DNA from a distance. Guanine is the most easily oxidized base within DNA, and
the presence of adjacent stacked guanines further lowers the 5′-guanine oxidation
potential [8]; thus, radicals are characteristically formed at guanine multiplets upon
DNA photooxidation [9]. A long distance protection mechanism via DNA CT
would involve electron transfer from Dps through the DNA pi-stack to fill the hole
on guanine radicals, restoring the integrity of the DNA. In this way, Dps could
respond to an oxidative affront to the DNA, even if the protein is bound, at the
minimum, a hundred base-pairs away [10].
Indeed, we have previously shown biochemically that E. coli Dps loaded with
ferrous iron at the ferroxidase sites can protect DNA from oxidative damage through
DNA CT [11]. [Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+, where phen is 1,10-phenanthroline,
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dppz is dipyrido[2,3-a:2′,3′-c]phenazine, and bpy′ is 4-butyric acid-4′-methyl-2,2′-
bipyridine, was covalently tethered to the 5′ end of mixed-sequence 70-mer DNA
and served as the distally tethered, intercalated photooxidant generated in situ
by the flash-quench technique. Upon excitation with visible light (“flash”), the
ruthenium(II) excited state can be oxidatively quenched (“quench”) by a diffusing
quencher, here [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+, to form a highly oxidizing intercalated Ru(III)
complex (1.6 V versus NHE) [12]. In the absence of protein, oxidative damage is
observed preferentially at a guanine triplet within the 70-mer DNA duplex. Titrating
in ferrous iron-loaded Dps significantly attenuates the level of oxidative damage at
the guanine triplet, while Apo-Dps and ferric iron-loaded Dps, which lack available
reducing equivalents, do not display this protection [11]. Luminescence experi-
ments rule out direct interaction between the ruthenium photooxidant excited state
and Dps, consistent with a long-range DNA-mediated oxidation mechanism. Long-
distance, DNA-mediated oxidation of Dps could be an effective mechanism for
bacteria to protect their genomes from oxidative insults, contributing to pathogenic
survival and virulence.
Here we spectroscopically characterize the DNA-mediated oxidation of fer-
rous iron-loaded Dps. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy has
previously been used to observe oxidation of the 4Fe4S cluster of the base excision
repair glycosylase MutY following flash-quench DNA photooxidation [12]. In this
work, we use X-band EPR spectroscopy to observe the oxidation of DNA-bound
E. coli Dps loaded with ferrous iron at the ferroxidase sites and to investigate the
DNA-mediated characteristics of this oxidation (Figure 2.1).
We also explore possible protein electron transfer intermediates in the DNA-
mediated oxidation of ferrous iron-loaded Dps. There is a highly conserved trypto-
phan residue in close proximity (approximately 5 Å) to the di-iron ferroxidase site
in Dps proteins, W52 in E. coli [13]. Aromatic amino acids such as tryptophan
and tyrosine can act as electron transfer (ET) hopping intermediates in proteins,
allowing for rapid ET across the protein where a single ET process would be ki-
netically difficult [14]. Because of the location of this aromatic tryptophan residue
between the ferroxidase site and the outer protein shell where the DNA must be lo-
cated, it is an attractive candidate as a hopping intermediate to facilitate ET between
the ferroxidase site of Dps and DNA. Previous work has suggested an important
role for this conserved tryptophan residue in Dps proteins. Upon oxidation with
hydrogen peroxide of Dps loaded with only 6 Fe(II)/Dps, UV–visible stopped flow
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Figure 2.1: Schematic depicting DNA-mediated oxidation of ferrous iron-loaded
Dps to fill the guanine radical hole generated by flash-quench chemistry. Visi-
ble light first excites an intercalated noncovalently bound ruthenium(II) photooxi-
dant ([Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+, which is then oxidatively quenched by a diffusing
quencher (Q, [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+). This highly oxidizing Ru(III) species abstracts an
electron from DNA, preferentially forming guanine radicals. The goal of this study
is to observe DNA-mediated electron transfer from the ferrous iron bound at the
ferroxidase sites in Dps to the guanine radical by monitoring the appearance of
oxidized iron products via EPR. E. coli Dps PDB: 1dps.
experiments with E. coli Dps were able to observe spectra with maxima at 512 and
536 nm, consistent with a neutral tryptophan radical [15]. By comparison with
site-directed mutagenesis studies on L. innocua Dps, which also contains a tyrosine
residue nearby the ferroxidase site, the tryptophan radical in E. coli was ascribed
to W52 [15]. A double mutant of L. innocua Dps, where both of the aromatic
residues in proximity to the ferroxidase site were mutated, was assayed for its ability
to protect plasmid DNA from degradation by ferrous iron and hydrogen peroxide.
Given that the protective capacity of the L. innocua Dps double mutant was signif-
icantly attenuated, it was concluded that these conserved aromatic residues act as
a trap for electron holes generated by the oxidation of insufficient ferrous iron by
hydrogen peroxide [15]. Interestingly, 24-mer ferritins contain a conserved tyrosine
residue in close proximity to the ferroxidase site that has also been proposed to act
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as a molecular capacitor, although other studies contend with this hypothesis [16].
Overall, the conserved aromatic residue in close proximity to the ferroxidase site
may play an important role in ferritins.
Thus, here we investigate two E. coli Dps W52 mutants: W52Y, where
an aromatic residue is maintained at this position, and W52A, which abolishes the
aromatic residue adjacent to the ferroxidase site. We compare these mutants with the
wild-type (WT) protein in EPR studies of the oxidation of ferrous iron-loaded Dps
following DNA photooxidation. Because the intercalating ruthenium photooxidant
is a one-electron oxidant, sending one electron hole at a time into the DNA pi-stack,
we examine the possible role of E. coli Dps W52 as an electron transfer hopping
intermediate rather than a molecular capacitor. In addition to EPR, we also probe
the role of W52 with respect to cellular survival in studies of E. coli under oxidative
stress.
2.2 Materials and Methods
Materials
The alternating copolymer DNA duplexes poly(dGdC)2 and poly(dAdT)2
were purchased from Sigma. The DNA duplexes were passed through Biorad
spin columns (6 K MWCO) before use and quantified based on their molar absorp-
tivity values in base-pairs [17], (poly(dGdC)2: 254 = 16800 M ˘1cm˘1, poly(dAdT)2:
262 = 13200 M ˘1cm˘1). Duplexes were then dried on a speed-vac, brought into an
anaerobic chamber, and resuspended in deoxygenated buffer for EPR experiments.
Buffers (50 mM Tris or 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol) were
deoxygenated in a Schlenk flask by at least 4 cycles of freeze–pump–thaw.
[Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+ was synthesized according to published methods
[18], purified by reversed-phase chromatography, and characterized by NMR and
ESI mass spectrometry (expected for the +2 ion: 409.62 m/z, observed: 410.2 m/z).
The ruthenium photooxidant was brought into the anaerobic chamber as a solid
powder, resuspended with deoxygenated buffer, and a sample removed for quan-
tification based on UV–vis absorption (440 = 21000 M ˘1cm˘1). [Co(NH3)5Cl]Cl2
was purchased from Sigma (99.995% pure) and used as received. The Co quencher
was brought into the anaerobic chamber as a solid powder, resuspended with de-
oxygenated buffer, and a sample removed for quantification based on UV–vis (550
= 47.5 M ˘1cm˘1).
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W52 Mutagenesis
TheW52A andW52Y E. coliDps mutants were made with a Quikchange II-E
Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene) using a pBAD18-dps plasmid (contain-
ing the WT E. coli dps gene and an ampicillin resistance cassette) donated by Dr.
Roberto Kolter as a template [19]. Primers were purchased from Integrated DNA
Technologies. All mutagenized plasmids were sequenced (Laragen) to confirm the
desired sequences. After creating the mutant pBAD18-dps plasmids, the E. coli
cell line ZK2471 (dps::kan ∆recA ∆ara) donated by Dr. Roberto Kolter was made
electrocompetent and the plasmid was transformed via electroporation into these
cells.
Dps Overexpression, Purification, and Iron Loading
WT and W52 mutant E. coli Dps proteins were overexpressed and purified
according to previous procedures [11], with one significant modification: the ad-
dition of a HiTrap Heparin HP affinity column to ensure removal of endogenous
DNA. Proteins were deoxygenated in Schlenk tubes by rapid cycles of vacuum and
argon according to previous procedures[11] and brought into the anaerobic cham-
ber. Proteins were then anaerobically incubated with excess ferrous iron to load
the ferroxidase sites, with unbound iron removed by size exclusion chromatography
[11]. The number of iron ions bound per Dps dodecamer was then quantified by
separately measuring the protein and iron concentration. Protein concentrations
were measured using either a Bradford assay (Sigma) or 280 values calculated us-
ing the ExPASy ProtPram tool (http://web.expasy.org/-protparam/) with calculated
molar absorptivity values for WT, W52A, and W52Y E. coli Dps dodecamers of
1.86×105 M ˘1cm˘1, 1.20×105 M ˘1cm˘1, and 1.37×105 M ˘1cm˘1, respectively. Iron
concentration was quantified according to [Fe(bpy)3]2+ absorbance (522 = 8790
M ˘1cm˘1) using a denaturing method detailed elsewhere [11]. As-purified, Dps was
considered to be Apo-Dps with typically ≤ 1 Fe/Dps.
Circular Dichroism of Dps
Protein concentrations were determined using the calculated 280 values de-
scribed above. Spectra were recorded at 25◦C on a Model 430 circular dichroism
spectrometer (AVIV) in a buffer consisting of 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl.




EPR samples were prepared in an anaerobic chamber using the anaerobic
materials outlined above. Samples were loaded into EPR tubes within the anaer-
obic chamber, sealed with septa, and parafilmed around the septa seal. Under the
conditions used in these experiments, all samples containing both Dps and DNA
precipitated, expected behavior associated with Dps condensing DNA. EPR tubes
were then brought out of the anaerobic chamber, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and kept
in the dark until measurement. Precipitated samples were thoroughly mixed before
freezing in liquid nitrogen. For chemically oxidized samples, ferrous iron-loaded
protein (approximately 120 µL) was added to the bottom of an EPR tube. Ap-
proximately 20 µL of ferricyanide solution was added to the top of the EPR tube,
which was then sealed. Upon removal from the anaerobic chamber, the solutions
were mixed together and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen within approximately
5-10 s of the initiation of mixing.
EPR Experiments
EPR spectraweremeasured on anX-bandBruker EMXspectrometer equipped
with an ER4119HS resonator and an Oxford ES9000 cryostat. Instrumental settings
are detailed in figure captions, but were generally as follows: modulation amplitude
= 10 G at 100 kHz, frequency = 9.37 GHz, microwave power = 6.4 mW, and
temperature = 10 K. Samples in Suprasil quartz EPR tubes were irradiated while
freezing in liquid nitrogen in an unsilvered Dewar. The excitation source was a
xenon lamp equipped with a lens to focus the beam and a 320 nm long-pass filter
to remove UV light. Each sample was irradiated for approximately 10 s. For
each sample, a dark control (DC) EPR spectrum was first measured at 10 K. The
sample was then thawed, mixed, and irradiated while freezing with liquid nitrogen
as described. The EPR spectrum of the irradiated sample was then measured under
identical instrumental settings. For data analysis, the DC spectrum was smoothed
and subtracted from the irradiated sample.
Hydrogen Peroxide Survival Experiments
This protocol is adapted from that reported by Martinez and Kolter [19]. Hy-
drogen peroxide was purchased from Macron (30% solution). Lyophilized catalase
from bovine liver (≥ 20000 units/mg protein) was purchased from Sigma and resus-
pended in buffer (50mMK3PO4, pH 7) to make a stock concentration of 0.4 mg/mL.
Overnight cultures of the E. coli ZK2471 strain (dps::kan ∆recA ∆ara) containing
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WT, W52A, or W52Y pBAD18-dps plasmids were prepared by inoculating single
colonies in 5 mL of LB media containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin and 50 µg/mL
kanamycin. After overnight shaking at 37◦C, the cultures were diluted 1:500 into
10 mL of fresh LB media also containing antibiotics. For each WT, W52A, and
W52Y, both induced and uninduced 10 mL cultures were prepared: l-arabinose
was added to induce Dps overexpression (0.2% w/v final concentration), and an
equivalent volume of sterile water was added to uninduced cells. Cultures were then
incubated at 37◦Cwith shaking (200 rpm) for 3 h until OD600 = 0.3-0.4 (exponential
phase). Separately, the growth of the induced cultures were monitored over 8 h for
growth differences. Once reaching exponential phase, cultures were serially diluted
in LB media for a total of 10000-fold dilution with a final 1 mL aliquot volume.
Hydrogen peroxide was added to these aliquots to attain a final concentrations of 3
or 5 mM in the cell aliquots and mixed by pipetting. After 15 min at RT, catalase
solution was added to each aliquot to stop the reaction (50 µL, working concentra-
tion: 50 µg/mL culture) and mixed by pipetting. Cultures were incubated for 15
min after catalase addition to ensure complete hydrogen peroxide reaction. Finally,
cultures were plated in 10 µL droplets onto LB agar plates containing ampicillin
and kanamycin and incubated at 37◦C overnight. The number of colonies in each
droplet was manually counted the subsequent day after plate imaging.
2.3 Results
EPR Spectroscopy of WT E. coli Dps
In spectroscopic studies with Dps, we expect to observe the oxidation of
mononuclear iron sites under the conditions of this study. At the intersubunit
ferroxidase sites of Dps, two irons are bound by two conserved histidine ligands
and two conserved carboxylate ligands, glutamate and aspartate [1]. This ligand
coordination sphere creates two binding siteswith very different iron affinities: while
one site has a relatively high affinity, the other site binds iron weakly [20]. After
binding, ferrous iron is oxidized and shuttled to the core of the protein for storage.
Whereas 24-mer ferritins react rapidly with dioxygen as an oxidant, Dps proteins
react slowly with dioxygen and much more quickly with hydrogen peroxide [2]. We
have previously found that ferricyanide also functions well as a chemical oxidant of
E. coliDps in solution [11]. Whereas full occupation of the 12 di-iron centers of the
protein would correspond to 24 Fe(II)/Dps, we have found that under the anaerobic
conditions used in our experiments (i.e., in the absence of oxidants), E. coli Dps
binds only 12 Fe(II)/Dps [11]. This loading agreeswith studies onBacillus anthracis
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and Listeria innocua Dps proteins, where a bridging oxidant seems to be required
to tether the lower affinity iron and form the di-iron site [20, 21]. Coupled with the
specificity of iron binding evidenced by its abrogation in the E. coli Dps ferroxidase
site double mutant H51G/H63G, the 12 Fe(II)/Dps corresponds to binding only at
the higher affinity iron site of each ferroxidase center in the dodecameric protein.
Mononuclear high-spin Fe(III) sites of low symmetry (i.e., nonheme) typically
display an EPR signal with an apparent g-value of 4.3, and this is what we observe
(Figure 2.2) [22, 23]. This mononuclear high-spin Fe(III) signal at g = 4.3 has been
frequently reported in the EPR spectra of 24-mer ferritins [24]. The EPR spectrum
of iron-bound Dps proteins is consistent but has been reported only once previously
[25], and has not yet been reported for E. coli Dps.
We first used chemical oxidation to examine the Dps oxidation products we
might expect in DNA flash-quench studies. All EPR samples described in this study
were prepared anaerobically in order to prevent dioxygen oxidation of ferrous iron
loaded Dps. As expected, Apo-Dps, which has not been loaded with iron, and Dps
loaded with ferrous iron are EPR-silent (Figure 2.2). However, whenWTE. coli Dps
loaded with 12 Fe(II)/Dps is mixed anaerobically with stoichiometric ferricyanide
and frozen in liquid nitrogen, within 5-10 s, a split signal at g = 4.3 is observed at low
temperature (10 K). Given that ferricyanide has a different g-value and ferrocyanide
is EPR-silent, and that the steady-state UV–visible spectrum of ferrous iron-loaded
Dps incubated with ferricyanide indicates the formation of oxidized iron species
[11], this signal at g = 4.3 can be assigned to oxidized ferric iron at the mononuclear
ferroxidase site in Dps. This signal was confirmed to be neither power saturated nor
overmodulated under the conditions used in this study. No other EPR-active species
are apparent in wide spectra from 500 to 4500 gauss (data not shown). When instead
the ferrous iron-loaded Dps was incubated with ferricyanide for much longer times,
no EPR-active species were observed (data not shown), likely because the oxidized
iron was translocated to the core of the protein, forming EPR-silent polynuclear
species.
Next, we investigated the oxidation of DNA-bound WT Dps following DNA
photooxidation via the flash-quench technique. We compare the yield of Dps ox-
idation with the alternating copolymers poly(dGdC)2 and poly(dAdT)2 in order to
determine if guanine radical is an important intermediate in Dps oxidation. Here, the
sample is irradiated in an EPR tube while freezing in liquid nitrogen in a clear dewar
in order to trap reactive intermediates. For each sample, an individual dark con-
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Figure 2.2: Chemical oxidation of WT E. coli Dps containing 12 Fe(II)/Dps with
stoichiometric ferricyanide. Conditions: Dps concentration: 20 µM; Fe/Dps: 11.9
± 0.2; Buffer: 50 mM Tris, pH 7, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol. Instrument settings:
modulation amplitude = 10G at 100 kHz; frequency = 9.373GHz; microwave power
= 6.4 mW; and temperature = 10 K.
trol (DC) was measured at low temperature (10 K). The sample was then thawed,
mixed, and irradiated while freezing to generate oxidative DNA damage via the
flash-quench technique. Efforts were made to irradiate all samples under identical
conditions for 10 s. The EPR spectrum of the irradiated sample was then remeasured
under identical instrument settings. All spectra shown in Figure 2.3 have had an
individual DC subtracted; thus, all features are a function of irradiation.
In a sample containing 20 µMDps loaded with 12 Fe(II)/Dps, poly(dGdC)2 at
a concentration of 1 mM base-pairs, 20 µM noncovalent [Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+
and 120 µM [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+ in a buffer of 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl,
5% glycerol, a split nearly isotropic signal at g = 4.3 is observed upon irradiation
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Figure 2.3: DNA-bound WT E. coli Dps oxidation via the flash-quench tech-
nique. All spectra have had an individual unirradiated spectrum subtracted;
thus all features are a function of irradiation. Concentrations: 20 µM Dps
(Fe(II)/Dps: 11.9 ± 0.2), 1 mM base-pairs poly(dGdC)2 or poly(dAdT)2 DNA,
20 µM [Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+, 120 µM [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+. Buffer: 50 mM Tris,
pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol. Minus DNA sample contains ferrous iron-
loaded Dps, Ru, and Co, but lacks DNA; Light control contains ferrous iron-loaded
Dps, poly(dGdC)2 DNA, and Ru, but lacks Co quencher. Instrument settings: mod-
ulation amplitude = 10 G at 100 kHz; frequency = 9.37 GHz; microwave power =
6.4 mW; and temperature = 10 K.
(Figure 2.3). Comparison with the chemically oxidized sample indicates that this
species corresponds to oxidized ferric iron at the mononuclear ferroxidase site in
Dps that was formed after DNA oxidation with the ruthenium photooxidant. DC
subtracted spectra in this trial were quantified by double integration over the range
of 1400 to 1700 gauss. Consistent trends were seen in two separate trials. In
contrast to the full sample (containing poly(dGdC)2 DNA, ferrous iron-loaded Dps,
Ru photooxidant, and Co quencher), an 8-fold decreased signal was observed in
a sample lacking DNA (Minus DNA). An attenuated signal was also observed in
an irradiated sample that contained ferrous iron-loaded Dps, poly(dGdC)2, and
[Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+ but lacked quencher (Light control). Some signal was
observed in the light control sample (1.7-fold less than the full sample), even though
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steady-state room temperature luminescence experiments with mixed-sequence 70-
mer duplex DNA containing covalently tethered [Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+ indicated
that Dps does not quench the ruthenium(II) excited state.[11] When Apo-Dps is
substituted for Dps loaded with ferrous iron, no signal at g = 4.3 is observed,
confirming protein-bound iron as the origin of this signal. Importantly, when
poly(dAdT)2 is substituted for poly(dGdC)2, the observed signal is significantly
attenuated (3.0-fold), suggesting that guanine radicals play a role in Dps oxidation.
Structure and Fe Binding of W52 Dps Mutants
The Dps monomer is composed of a four helix bundle with two helix-turn-
helix motifs [26]. The far-UV circular dichroism (CD) spectra of WT Apo-Dps is
consistent with this α-helical structure [27]( Figure 2.4). Comparison of the WT,
W52A, and W52Y Dps CD spectra show that overall protein folding is relatively
unaffected by these mutations.
Iron binding at the ferroxidase sitewas also investigated for bothmutations. As
previously described for WT Dps [11], the proteins were incubated anaerobically
with excess ferrous iron and unbound iron was subsequently removed with size
exclusion chromatography. The number of irons bound per Dps dodecamer was
then quantified by the formation of [Fe(bpy)3]2+ after protein denaturation and
addition of reductant and 2,2′-bipyridine. When Dps concentration is measured via
the Bradford reagent or calculated 280 values, the Fe(II)/Dps can be quantified. In
one trial, theWTprotein bound 14.6± 0.5 Fe(II)/Dps, whereas theW52A andW52Y
mutants bound only 8.6 ± 0.4 and 10.6 ± 0.4 Fe(II)/Dps, respectively. Equivalent
results were obtained in other trials. Note that small increases from 12 Fe(II)/Dps
in the WT protein are likely due to a minor degree of oxidation due to trace oxygen,
allowing for some di-iron site formation. Figure 2.4 shows the [Fe(bpy)3]2+ spectra
normalized to protein concentration for WT, W52A, and W52Y Dps. W52A Dps
binds iron on the order of 60% ofWT, whileW52Y is slightly better, binding 70% of
the iron of WT Dps. Thus, iron binding is somewhat attenuated, but not abrogated,
for these mutations. Furthermore, these W52 mutations are not expected to affect
the DNA binding of Dps; previous work demonstrated that iron-loaded Dps binds
DNA similarly to the Apo-protein [11]. Additionally, we observed the same level
of precipitation and DNA condensation with the W52 mutants and WT.
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Figure 2.4: Folding and iron loading of W52 Dps mutants. (Upper) Circular
dichroism spectra of wild-type (WT) (black), W52A (red), and W52Y (green) E.
coli Apo-Dps. Dps monomer depicted in gray, showing α-helical structure (PDB:
1DPS). Protein concentration was 5 µM in a buffer of 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 150 mM
NaCl. (Lower) Ferrous iron loading of Dps W52 mutants compared to WT E. coli
protein. Normalized UV–vis spectra of [Fe(bpy)3]2+ produced from either WT Dps
(black), W52A Dps (red), or W52Y Dps (green). For normalization, the absorbance
values were divided by protein concentration. The calculated number of iron atoms
per Dps dodecamer is 14.6 ± 0.5 for WT Dps, 8.6 ± 0.4 for W52A, and 10.6 ± 0.4
for W52Y. Protein concentrations were determined as given in the Materials and
Methods Section.
EPR Results Comparing WT Dps with W52 Mutants
The ability of ferrous iron-loaded W52A and W52Y Dps to be oxidized by
ferricyanide, a diffusing oxidant, was first explored using EPR spectroscopy. Figure
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of chemical oxidation of ferrous iron-loaded Dps with
ferricyanide, and oxidation following DNA photooxidation. EPR intensity for the
Dps mutants was adjusted to that of the WT protein via dividing by the ratio
FeW52/FeWT . (A) Oxidation by 2-fold excess ferricyanide: 20 µM Dps (Fe2+/Dps:
WT: 13.6 ± 0.2, W52A: 8.8 ± 0.2; W52Y: 11.3 ± 0.1), 480 µM ferricyanide. (B)
Comparison of ferrous iron-loaded WT Dps and W52A/Y mutant following DNA
photooxidation. All spectra have had an individual unirradiated spectrum subtracted.
Concentrations: 20 µMDps (Fe2+/Dps: WT: 16.0 ± 0.5, W52A: 10.1 ± 0.2; W52Y:
11.5 ± 0.2), 1 mM base-pairs poly(dGdC)2 DNA, 20 µM [Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+,
120 µM [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+. 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol.
Modulation amplitude = 10 G in (A) and 5 G in (B) at 100 kHz; frequency = 9.37
GHz; microwave power = 6.4 mW; and temperature = 10 K.
2.5A shows oxidation of theW52mutants compared toWTwith excess ferricyanide,
with the EPR intensity adjusted for iron loading (i.e., Intensity/(FeW52A/FeWT )).
When the intensity of theEPR signal resulting from ferricyanide oxidation is adjusted
for iron loading in thismanner, theW52mutants show similar yields of iron oxidation
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to WT Dps, with W52Y showing a slightly increased signal relative to WT. This
result indicates that oxidation of the mononuclear iron site by a diffusing oxidant is
not affected in W52A and W52Y Dps compared to WT.
Next, the X-band EPR spectrum of ferrous iron-loaded WT E. coli Dps
was compared to W52A and W52Y Dps upon DNA photooxidation using the
flash-quench technique. Samples containing ferrous iron-loaded Dps, poly(dGdC)2
DNA, non- covalent [Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+ and[Co(NH3)5Cl]2+ were irradiated
for identical lengths of time. The yield of iron oxidation at g = 4.3 was attenuated in
the W52 mutants compared to the WT protein, even when adjusted for iron loading
(Figure 2.5B). Overall smaller signals in Figure 2.5B compared to the WT spectra
in Figure 2.3 are due to a lower modulation amplitude in the former (5 and 10 G,
respectively), while the intensity difference between Figure 2.5, parts A and B, is
likely due to a poor kinetic window and inefficiency in irradiation for observing
DNA photooxidation. When the DC-subtracted, adjusted spectra are quantified by
double integration from 1400 to 1600 gauss, the W52A iron signal is 3.4-fold less
than WT, while the W52Y signal is 1.8-fold less than WT. The proficiency in oxida-
tion of the iron sites in these W52 Dps mutants by a chemical oxidant that directly
diffuses to the iron site, combined with the deficiency in the yield of iron oxidation
upon DNA photooxidation, suggests that W52 could play a role in mediating ET
from the iron site to the DNA. As with WT Dps, we do not have the time resolution
to observe a tryptophan or tyrosine radical directly using EPR spectroscopy.
It is noteworthy that the EPR spectra of DC samples (i.e., before irradiation)
of the W52 mutants show evidence of Co2+ formation, whereas the WT protein
does not (Figure A.4). The cobalt quencher, [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+, is a low-spin Co3+ d6
species with S = 0. Upon reduction to Co2+, the complex becomes labile, forming
[Co(H2O)6]2+, a high-spin d7 species with S = 3/2 (EPR-active). Therefore, there
may be some direct electron transfer from the ferrous mononuclear iron site to the
Co3+ quencher to yield EPR-active Co2+ in these mutants, perhaps because the
ferroxidase site is more solvent-accessible. However, there is very little evidence
of ferric iron formation in the DC spectrum of the W52A mutant, and in W52Y,
a relatively small percentage of the total amount of iron in the sample is oxidized,
allowing ample room for an increase upon irradiation. Thus, the lower yield of
iron oxidation that we observe upon DNA photooxidation with the W52 mutants
is significant, supporting our EPR results that suggest W52 as an electron transfer
intermediate in Dps.
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Hydrogen Peroxide Survival Assay
Figure 2.6: Hydrogen peroxide survival assay comparing E. coli with WT, W52Y,
or W52A Dps. Dps has been induced with 0.2% w/v l-arabinose and cells treated
with either 3 (solid gray bars) or 5 (dashed bars) mM hydrogen peroxide. Percent
survival was calculated as the fraction of surviving colonies over the number of
CFUs seeded (seeded CFUs calculated by dilution-adjusted OD600 readings). Each
mutant data set was normalized to the WT survival percentage. The standard error
of the mean was calculated by treating each droplet as a data point.
The biological consequence of mutating W52 was also investigated by mea-
suring the survival of E. coli upon exposure to hydrogen peroxide for cells containing
WT, W52A, or W52Y Dps. The dps knockout E. coli strain (dps::kan ∆recA ∆ara)
(ZK2471) was transformed with a pBAD18 plasmid containing either the E. coli
WT, W52A, or W52Y dps gene under the control of an inducible promoter. In the
absence of hydrogen peroxide at the inducer concentrations used in this study, no
growth difference was observed between the strains (Figure A.5).
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Adapted from the method of Martinez and Kolter [19], cells were grown
overnight and diluted into fresh media with the addition of either the inducer (+),
l-arabinose, or sterile water (-). Cells were then grown to exponential phase (OD600
= 0.3-0.4) and challenged with 3 or 5 mM hydrogen peroxide. After quenching the
reaction with catalase, cells were diluted and plated in multiple droplets to quantify
colony forming units (CFU). The results from the 0.2% w/v of l-arabinose inducer
at 10000-fold dilution are shown in Figure 2.6. Percent survival was calculated as
the fraction of surviving colonies over the number of seeded CFUs as calculated by
dilution-adjusted OD600 readings. Each mutant data set was then normalized to the
WT survival percentage. The standard error of the mean was calculated by treating
each droplet as a data point (n = 16). Raw data are shown in Figure A.6. As was
previously observed [19], there is also a clear difference in bacterial survival after
treatment with hydrogen peroxide between induced and uninduced cells (Figure
A.7), demonstrating that Dps is needed for protection.
As is evident in Figure 2.6, cells containing W52Y Dps survive the hydrogen
peroxide challenge more effectively than those with W52A Dps. Additionally, the
relative percent survival varies with hydrogen peroxide concentration. Whereas at 3
mM H2O2, cells containing W52Y and W52A Dps survive at levels 77% and 41%
of WT, respectively, when cells are further challenged by 5 mM hydrogen peroxide,
survival drops to 62% of WT for W52Y and 2% for W52A Dps cells. Thus, W52
is an essential player for cells containing Dps to survive this hydrogen peroxide
challenge. There is certainly a component of Dps Fe loading proficiency (W52Y
and W52A Dps bind iron at approximately 70% and 60%, respectively, of WT, see
above) in this survival. However, the difference between observed survival and Dps
Fe loading, combined with the variation of survival with H2O2 concentration shows
that an additional component also affects survival; we propose that this factor may
be the efficiency of DNACT. Furthermore, this in vivo trend (WT >W52Y >W52A)
parallels what we observe in EPR experiments, where the largest attenuation in the
yield of iron oxidation following DNA photooxidation is seen with W52A Dps. The
correlation between our EPR and in vivo experiments supports our proposal that
survival depends on both Dps Fe loading proficiency and the efficiency of DNA CT.
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2.4 Discussion
In earlier studies, we have shown biochemically that ferrous iron-loaded E.
coli Dps can protect DNA from oxidative damage generated using the flash-quench
technique [11]. The absence of this protective ability in Apo-Dps and Dps loaded
with ferric iron, which both lack available reducing equivalents, suggested that
ferrous-iron loaded Dps protects DNA by becoming oxidized via DNA CT to fill
guanine radical holes. Here using EPR, we show directly the oxidation of WT
ferrous iron-loaded E. coli Dps following DNA photooxidation generated by the
flash-quench technique. Because Dps is loaded with one ferrous iron per ferroxidase
site, this oxidation is evidenced by the appearance of mononuclear ferric iron species
of low symmetry at an apparent g-value of 4.3. This signal is absent in controls
without DNA and is attenuated in the irradiated control that lacks the diffusing
quencher necessary for oxidation by flash-quench.
The results described here furthermore support the idea that guanine radicals
facilitate Dps oxidation. When poly(dGdC)2 is substituted with poly(dAdT)2, the
yield of Dps oxidation is decreased significantly. A similar dependence on guanine
radicals was observed in the oxidation of the 4Fe4S cluster of the base excision
repair protein MutY following DNA photooxidation by flash-quench [12]. More
efficient protein oxidation by guanine radicals is likely a kinetic effect. Back electron
transfer processes generally decrease the observed yield of oxidized protein using
the flash-quench technique. Adenine radicals would be expected to have short
lifetimes compared to the neutral guanine radical, which persists for milliseconds
[28]. Thus, as was described for MutY [12], it appears likely that guanine radical
formation allows more time for the oxidation of Dps by better competing with rapid
back electron transfer to the intercalated ruthenium photooxidant, resulting in higher
yields of Dps oxidationwith guanine radical as an intermediate. Additionally, poorly
stacked ATAT tracts do not conduct charge efficiently [29]; this poor CTmay also be
a factor in the lower yield of protein oxidation with poly(dAdT)2 DNA. Generally,
the more favorable oxidation of Dps by guanine radicals also supports a sequential
process, using DNA-mediated CT, where, after guanine radicals are produced, Dps
is oxidized to fill guanine radical holes.
Can we also obtain information concerning the path for electron transfer? In
12-mer Dps proteins, there is a conserved tryptophan residue in close proximity to
the ferroxidase site (W52 in the E. coli protein), whereas 24-mer ferritins contain a
conserved tyrosine residue. In both cases, this aromatic residue has been proposed
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to act as a molecular capacitor, providing an extra electron during iron oxidation
in order to prevent formation of oxygen radicals [15]. The location of the con-
served tryptophan residue in Dps proteins between the ferroxidase site and protein
surface suggests a possible role for the tryptophan as an electron transfer hopping
intermediate in the DNA-mediated oxidation of the iron site.
Here we use site-directed mutagenesis, creating W52A and W52Y E. coli
Dps, to investigate this possibility. While overall protein folding seems unaffected
by these mutations, iron binding is somewhat attenuated. When adjusted for iron
loading, the yield of Dps oxidation by a diffusing oxidant, ferricyanide, is not
attenuated by these W52 mutations. However, even adjusted for iron loading, the
level of iron oxidation observed in EPR experiments upon DNA photooxidation for
both W52A and W52Y Dps is significantly reduced with respect to the WT protein,
with a more significant attenuation for W52A Dps. These observations suggest
that W52 may play a role in mediating CT from the iron site to DNA. Because
(i) the intercalating ruthenium photooxidant is a one-electron oxidant, and (ii) the
mononuclear iron site has a much lower redox potential (as indicated by its oxidation
by ferricyanide, 0.43 V versus NHE) [30] than tryptophan or tyrosine, making it the
thermodynamic sink, the deficiency in iron oxidation for these mutants suggests a
role for W52 as an electron transfer hopping intermediate rather than as a molecular
capacitor.
While we may understand how theW52Amutation might inhibit CT by delet-
ing the aromatic residue that mediates electronic coupling, why might substitution
of tryptophan with an aromatic tyrosine residue have such an effect? Work by Gray
and co-workers has revealed that precise tuning of the reduction potential of hop-
ping intermediates is essential for function [31, 32]. With tyrosine, the reduction
potential can be modulated by adjacent basic amino acids such as His, Asp, or Glu
that can hydrogen bond with the OH group of tyrosine [31]. In E. coli Dps, no basic
residues are in the vicinity of Y52 except for the ferroxidase site ligands, which are
presumably coordinating iron. Therefore, the Dps protein environment may support
a tryptophan radical but not be as amenable to a tyrosine radical at the reduction
potentials necessary for a hopping intermediate.
We also probed the role of E. coli W52 Dps in cells through tests of cell
survival under stress of hydrogen peroxide. Bacteria containing WT Dps are best
able to survive this oxidative stress. Whereas there is some attenuation in survival
seen for cells containingW52Y Dps, cells containingW52A Dps show significantly
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diminished survival. It appears then that the conserved tryptophan residue in close
proximity to the ferroxidase site in Dps proteins is important for bacteria containing
Dps to survive under conditions of oxidative stress. This survival likely depends
on both the Dps iron loading proficiency and an additional factor that we propose
to be the ability of the Dps protein to facilitate efficient DNA CT. Moreover, the
survival trend that we observe in bacteria under oxidative stress mirrors the Dps
photooxidation proficiency observed in EPR experiments. Thus, some of this in
vivo effect may be due to inhibition of the DNA-mediated oxidation of Dps upon
mutation of W52. Perhaps Y52 can still act as a molecular capacitor inside cells,
preventing ROS formation in the hydrogen peroxide oxidation of mononuclear iron
sites, but it is less able to act as a hopping intermediate because of nonoptimal protein
environment. A52 would be unable to fulfill either function in Dps proteins, and it is
interesting that this mutant shows themost deficiency in survival. Overall, mutations
to W52 in E. coli Dps impair the ability of the bacteria to survive oxidative stress,
and we hypothesize that a component of this deficiency derives from a decreased
ability to mediate ET from the iron site of Dps to the DNA.
2.5 Conclusions
Dps proteins are involved in the survival and virulence of pathogenic bacteria
in response to oxidative stress generated by the host immune system and antibiotics
[33–40]. Elucidating themechanism ofDps protection of the genomes of pathogenic
bacteria may inform the development of new antibiotic therapies. A long-distance
Dps protectionmechanismviaDNACTcould be an efficient strategy formaintaining
the integrity of genomic DNA. In this work, we further explore the DNA-mediated
oxidation of the bacterial ferritin Dps. We use EPR to characterize spectroscopically
the oxidation of ferrous iron-loaded Dps following DNA photooxidation via the
flash-quench technique. We find that guanine sequences facilitate Dps oxidation.
Furthermore, we explore possible ET intermediates within the Dps protein fold in
the DNA-mediated oxidation, focusing on a conserved tryptophan residue in close
proximity to the ferroxidase site of Dps proteins. In EPR experiments, the yield of
Dps oxidation upon DNA photooxidation is significantly attenuated for W52A Dps
compared to the WT protein. This effect is reflected in vivo in E. coli survival in
response to hydrogen peroxide, suggesting that some of this in vivo survival decrease
could be due to inhibition of the DNA-mediated oxidation of Dps upon mutation of
W52.
Thus, we have moved toward understanding the role that DNA CT may play
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with Dps proteins inside cells. Interestingly, Dps seems to act as a checkpoint
during oxidative stress to delay the initiation of DNA replication in E. coli until
oxidative DNA damage has been repaired [41]. This interplay of DNA protection
by Dps with repair and replication may be considered in the context of long-range
signaling through DNA CT.[6] Certainly the function of Dps proteins in the long-
range DNA-mediated protection of the genome from oxidative assault requires
further consideration as targets in the treatment of pathogenic bacteria.
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C h a p t e r 3
DIRECT ELECTROCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
CHARGED POINT MUTATIONS ON THE REDOX POTENTIAL
OF ENDONUCLEASE III
Adapted with permission from:
(1) Bartels, P. L.; Zhou, A.; Arnold, A. R.; Nuñez, N. N.; Crespilho, F. N.; David,
S. S.; Barton, J. K. Langmuir 2017, 33, 2523–2530.
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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E. coli endonuclease III (EndoIII) is a DNA glycosylase that excises oxi-
dized pyrimidines from DNA, functioning as part of the base excision repair (BER)
pathway in order to maintain the integrity of the genome [1]. EndoIII contains a
[4Fe4S]2+ cluster that is relatively insensitive to reduction and oxidation in solution
[2]; as a result, it was initially proposed that the cluster served only a structural
role within the protein. MutY is another E. coli BER glycosylase, homologous to
EndoIII, that also contains a [4Fe4S]2+ cluster [3]. MutY, found in organisms from
bacteria to man, is involved in the repair of oxoG:A mismatches [4]; in humans,
inherited defects in MUTYH are associated with a familial form of colon cancer
known as MUTYH-associated polyposis (MAP) and many MAP-associated vari-
ants are localized near the [4Fe4S] cluster [4]. Furthermore, in the case of MutY,
it has been shown that the cluster is not required for folding or stability [3], or di-
rect participation in the intrinsic glycosidic bond hydrolysis catalysis [5], making the
widespread presence of conserved, noncatalytic [4Fe4S] clusters difficult to explain.
Notably, the earliest studies with EndoIII andMutY looked only at free protein
in solution, neglecting the effect of DNA binding on redox potential. Experiments
carried out on DNA-modified electrodes have demonstrated that, in both EndoIII
andMutY, the cluster undergoes a negative shift in potential associated with binding
to the DNA polyanion and is activated toward reversible redox activity [6]. In these
experiments, DNA monolayers were formed on gold electrodes, and upon addition
of EndoIII or MutY, a reversible signal with a midpoint potential ranging from 60
to 95 mV versus NHE was observed. Importantly, the introduction of just a single
mismatch or abasic site into DNA led to signal attenuation, showing that electron
transfer between the protein and the electrode was through the pi-stacked base pairs
in a process known as DNA-mediated charge transport (DNA CT) [7]. In this
process, charge is funneled from the electrode surface through the pi-stack of the
DNA bases to reach the redox probe (a protein in this case); the only requirement is
that the probe must be electronically coupled to the DNA pi-stack. Remarkably, the
sensitivity to base stacking observed with EndoIII andMutY was comparable to that
obtained using small molecules such as Nile blue or methylene blue that intercalate
directly into the base stack.
The expanded potential window of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
and the ability to form pyrene-modified DNA films on the surface made it possible
to directly compare the potential of proteins in the presence and absence of DNA [8].
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Experiments with EndoIII revealed that DNA binding shifts the reduction potential
of the [4Fe4S]3+/2+ couple by -200 mV to favor oxidation. Thermodynamically,
this shift corresponded to a large (~3 orders of magnitude) increase in the DNA
binding affinity of the oxidized form of the protein. Crystal structures of EndoIII
and MutY with and without DNA do not show any significant structural change
upon DNA binding [9–12], so this dramatic result was attributed to a combination
of electrostatic effects resulting from the negatively charged DNA backbone and
decreased solvent accessibility of the cluster in DNA-bound protein, which is in
agreement with the known sensitivity of [4Fe4S] clusters to their local environment
[13]. By demonstrating that DNA binding brought the redox potential of EndoIII
into a biologically relevant window, this result served to explain the previously
observed redox insensitivity of free EndoIII and provided evidence in favor of a
redox role for the DNA-bound protein cluster.
Since these experiments were carried out, a wide range of DNA processing
enzymes have been revealed to contain [4Fe4S] clusters with properties similar to
EndoIII and MutY. These include the Archaeoglobus fulgidus uracil DNA glyco-
sylase (UDG), archaeal and eukaryotic versions of the nucleotide excision repair
helicase XPD, and the E. coli R-loop maturation helicase DinG [14], all of which
were found to have similar DNA-bound potentials (~80 mV versus NHE) as mea-
sured on DNA-modified gold electrodes [6, 7]. The similar DNA-bound midpoint
potentials and picosecond kinetics of DNA CT together suggested that DNA CT
could provide a means for these enzymes to localize efficiently to the vicinity of
their target lesions [15]. Indeed, experiments carried out both in vitro and in vivo
have led to the development of a model for DNA repair in which two [4Fe4S]
cluster proteins use DNA CT to communicate with each other over long molec-
ular distances via electron transfer self-exchange reactions [7, 15]. As evidenced
through the potential shift, DNA binding activates the proteins toward oxidation to
the [4Fe4S]3+ state [8]. When the DNA intervening between the two proteins is
undamaged, the self-exchange reaction can proceed efficiently, with the result that
one of the DNA-bound proteins is reduced and its affinity for DNA lowered. This
protein is then free to diffuse to another region of the genome. However, in the case
of an intervening mismatch or lesion that impairs CT by disrupting pi-stacking, this
self-exchange reaction is inhibited. Both proteins then remain bound to the DNA
in the vicinity of the lesion, significantly reducing the range over which the slower
processes of diffusion must occur and facilitating repair of a relatively large genome
on a biologically relevant time scale [15].
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While DNA binding is clearly of critical importance to the redox activity
of these enzymes, it is not clear that it represents the only way to modulate the
potential. It was recently reported that carboxylic acid monolayers had a similar
activating effect as DNA, although, in contrast with the above model, they suggested
the relevant couple as the [4Fe4S]2+/+ rather than the [4Fe4S]3+/2+ couple [16].
With respect to the latter point, the high potential of the reversible DNA-bound
signal on both gold and HOPG, EPR spectroscopy of oxidized DNA bound EndoIII
and MutY, and the observation of both couples in the expected potential regimes
on HOPG support the original [4Fe4S]3+/2+ assignment [6, 8, 15]. Furthermore,
this assignment is in agreement with the known potential ranges accessed by the
[4Fe4S]3+/2+ couple of HiPIPs [17]. Regardless of redox couple assignment, the
possibility of activation by other molecules remains an interesting point deserving
further investigation.
In addition to other molecules, charged amino acid residues near the cluster
might also be expected to affect the potential. This was explored in a recent study
in which several EndoIII mutants, E200K, Y205H, and K208E, were prepared and
extensively characterized onDNA-modified gold electrodes; although these residues
are located within 5 Å of the cluster, all of the mutants had indistinguishable DNA-
bound midpoint potentials [18]. Overall, these observations suggested that DNA
binding was the dominant environmental effect in modulating potential, but the
narrow accessible potential window on gold prevented further investigation.
In this work, we used direct electrochemistry on carbon electrodes to address
the capacity of DNA and other polyanions to activate [4Fe4S] proteins for redox
activity and to assess the ability of local electrostatics to shift the potential of EndoIII
in the absence of DNA. Because the hydrophobic surface of HOPG is unsuitable
for protein adsorption and difficult to prepare [8, 19, 20], we turned to the rougher,
more hydrophilic pyrolytic graphite edge (PGE) electrode for these experiments,
using the technique of thin film voltammetry to immobilize proteins in a stable
layer on the electrode surface [21–23]. To enhance signal sizes, we also included
single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) when possible, taking advantage of their
high conductivity and the additional three-dimensional surface area they can provide
for protein binding [21]. In summary, this platform provided an ideal and reliable
way to improve our understanding of the factors important to tuning the potential of
DNA processing enzymes containing [4Fe4S] clusters.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
EndoIII Overexpression and Purification
WT E. coli EndoIII was overexpressed in BL21star-(DE3)pLysS cells con-
taining a pET11-ubiquitin-His6-nth construct and purified as detailed previously
[18], with the exception that the final buffer contained 10% rather than 20% glycerol
(20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol).
For electrochemical experiments, glycerol was removed from the protein solution
using a HiPrep 26/10 desalting column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with a buffer
consisting of 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl.
Following buffer exchange, the protein was concentrated in two steps. First, 10,000
molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) Amicon Ultra 15 mL centrifugation filter units
(Millipore) were used to concentrate each protein solution to a total volume of 1
mL or less. Samples were then transferred to 10,000 MWCO Amicon Ultra 0.5
mL centrifugation filter units (Millipore) and concentrated until the initially yellow
protein solutions were very dark in color (approximately 300 µL final volume from
6 L of bacterial culture). Protein purity was confirmed by SDS-PAGE. Immediately
following the concentration of the sample, the [4Fe4S] cluster loading ratio was cal-
culated by dividing the total [4Fe4S] cluster concentration as determined from the
UV–visible absorbance spectrum using 410 = 17,000 M˘1 cm˘1 by the total protein
concentration as measured in a Bradford assay; typical cluster loading ratios for WT
EndoIII were 70-75%.
MutY Overexpression and Purification
MBP (Maltose Binding Protein)-MutY fusion protein was expressed and pu-
rified using a slightly modified version of a previously reported protocol [24, 25].
Modifications to the protocol included changes in “buffer A” to a resuspension buffer
(20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 200 mMNaCl, 1 mMEDTA, 1 mMDTT, 1 mM
PMSF, and 10% glycerol) and use of an amylose column to eliminate the necessity
of a streptomycin sulfate and ammonium sulfate precipitation. During the amylose
preparation, the sample was washed with amylose wash buffer (20 mM sodium
phosphate, pH 7.5, 200 mMNaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8) and eluted in amylose elutant
buffer (20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8, 10
mMmaltose). The resultant fractions were concentrated using an ultrafiltration cell
with a 10,000 MWCO filter with stirring at 4 °C. Protein was then diluted 10-fold in
heparin buffer A (20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol in
water), applied to a Pharmacia Hi-trap heparin column on an AKTApurifier FPLC
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system, and eluted using a 10% linear gradient in heparin buffer A to 100% heparin
buffer B (20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, and 1
M NaCl in water). MBP-MutY eluted at 450 mM NaCl (45% heparin buffer B).
Those fractions were combined, concentrated to 50 mM and exchanged into a final
buffer composed of 20mM sodium phosphate, ph 7.5, 1mM NaC1 to remove glyc-
erol. The purity of protein samples was confirmed via 12% SDS page stained with
SYPRO orange. The [4Fe4S] cluster loading was determined using the UV–visible
absorbance at 410 nm (410 = 17,000 M˘1 cm˘1) and at 280 nm (280 = 143,240 M˘1
cm˘1); samples were typically 65–75% loaded.
DNA Preparation
DNA strands for EndoIII experiments were purchased from Integrated DNA
Technologies, with sequences as follows:
• 20-mer: 5′-GTG AGC TAA CGT GTC AGT AC-3′
• Complement: 5′-GTA CTG ACA CGT TAG CTC AC-3′
Single-stranded DNA oligomers (5 µmol) were resuspended in Milli-Q water and
purified by ethanol precipitation. Briefly, 1 mL of cold 200 proof ethanol and 50
µL of 3 M NaCl were added to 100 µL single-stranded DNA in water and vortexed;
DNA solutions were then frozen in liquid nitrogen for rapid precipitation and spun
at 16,000 RCF (25 min) to form a pellet which was then redissolved in EndoIII
storage buffer (20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl).
Single-stranded DNA was quantified by UV–vis using 260 values calculated using
the Integrated DNA Technologies oligo analyzer tool; these were 197,800 M˘1 cm˘1
for the 20-mer strand and 190,200M˘1 cm˘1 for its complement. Equimolar amounts
of each strand were then annealed by incubation at 90C for 5 min followed by slow
cooling to ambient temperature.
For MutY experiments, DNA substrates containing oxoG (8-oxo-guanine) or
FA (2′-fluoro-deoxyadenosine) were synthesized at the University of Utah DNA
and Peptide Synthesis Core Facility, and unmodified strands were ordered from
Integrated DNA Technologies. The following DNA duplexes were used:
• 30-mer: 5′-CGA TCA TGG AGC CAC XAG CTC CCG TTA CAG-3′
• Complement: 5′-GCT AGT ACC TCG GTG YTC GAG GGC AAT GTC-3′
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• X = G or oxoG and Y = C, FA, or A
Oligonucleotides containing the central oxoG or FA were deprotected and cleaved
from the column by incubation in NH4OH; 2-mercaptoethanol was added into
oxoG samples to prevent oxidation. The cleaved DNA substrates were dissolved
in H2O, filtered with a 0.2 µm filter, and HPLC purified using a Beckman Gold
Nouveau system with a Waters AP1DEAE 8HR column; a 10–100% gradient of
90:10 H2O/acetonitrile with 2MNH4Ac was used in purification. Isolated fractions
were dried down and desalted using SEP-PAK cartridges, and DNA integrity was
confirmed using MALDI-MS. All DNA substrates were stored dried in the -20C
freezer prior to annealing.
Electrochemistry
All electrochemical experiments were performed on an edge-plane pyrolytic
graphite electrode (Pine Research Instrumentation) with a geometric surface area of
0.196 cm2. To generate a rough surface suitable for protein binding, the electrode
was abraded with 400 grit sandpaper and cleaned by sonication for 1 min each in
ethanol and water. After sonication, the absence of electroactive impurities was
verified by scanning in EndoIII storage buffer (20 mM sodium phosphate, 0.5 mM
EDTA, 150 mMNaCl, pH 7.5) or MutY storage buffer (20 mM sodium phosphate, 1
mMEDTA, 150 mMNaCl, pH 7.6) as appropriate. Single-walled carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) were found to enhance greatly the signal size of adsorbed protein, so they
were included in the formation of all thin films unless otherwise noted. Protein
thin films were formed from several (typically 3–6) alternate layers of 10 µL single-
walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) in water (0.25 mg/mL) and 10 µL EndoIII (150
µM in storage buffer) or MutY (50 µM) in a 1:1 mix with aqueous CNTs. Each
layer was gently dried under an argon gun, and the process was repeated until the
surface was coated by a viscous film, which was then secured with 5% Nafion
in water (diluted from 10% in water as purchased) to prevent dispersal [21]. For
experiments including DNA, CNTs generally hindered electrochemical signals, so
these films were formed in their absence. Poly-l-glutamate (MW 50–100 kDa) was
used to assess the effects of a negatively charged nonsubstrate on potential. Although
Nafion also carries a negative charge at the pH values used, it was applied only to
the top of a multilayer film to form a binding layer, minimizing interactions with
the electroactive protein; in contrast, poly-l-glutamate and DNA were incorporated
directly into the thin film with protein to maximize any possible interactions.
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After thin film formation, 50 µL of EndoIII or MutY storage buffer was pipet-
ted on top of the film and aAg/AgCl reference in 3MNaCl and Pt auxiliary electrode
were submerged in the resulting droplet. Reduction potential, current, and charge
measurements were then taken by cyclic voltammetry (CV), square wave voltam-
metry (SQWV), and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV); all experiments were
conducted at ambient temperature (20C). Electroactive area was determined by plot-
ting the scan rate dependence of the CV current generated by 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]Cl3






Ip is the peak current in amperes, F is Faraday’s constant (96485 C · mol˘1), R is
the universal gas constant (8.314 J · (mol · K)−1), T is the temperature in K , n is
the number of electrons transferred per CV peak, A is the electrode area in cm2, D
is the diffusion coefficient in cm2 · s˘1 (9.0 × 10˘6 for [Ru(NH3)6]3+) [27], C◦ is the
bulk protein concentration in mol · cm˘3, and ν is the scan rate in V · s˘1. Potentials
were converted to NHE by adding 0.212V to the value measured by Ag/AgCl,
using the value of 0.209mV at 25◦C given by the supplier, BASi, and applying
a temperature correction [28]. To prevent leakage of NaCl into the buffer and
subsequent wandering of the reference potential, the glass frit of the electrode was
immersed in a gel loading pipet tip containing 3 MNaCl with 4% dissolved agarose,
and dried in this mix overnight. CNTs, 10% aqueous Nafion, poly-l-glutamate, and
[Ru(NH3)6]Cl3 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, while the Ag/AgCl reference
electrode in 3 M NaCl was purchased from BASi.
3.3 Results
Direct Electrochemistry of WT EndoIII and MutY
To examine variations in EndoIII potentials with various substitutions or
binding partners, EndoIII thin films anchored to the surface by Nafion were prepared
on a PGE electrode. In the absence of DNA, a quasi-reversible signal was observed
by CV (Figure 3.1). The signal under these conditions was relatively small (3 ±
1 µC reductive peak, -4 ± 1 µC oxidative peak), and the reductive peak partially
overlapped the much larger wave of oxygen reduction, making it more challenging
to quantify. By adding 0.25 mg/mL CNTs to form a protein/CNT/Nafion thin film,
the peak areas increased by an order of magnitude to reach 16 ± 3 and -18 ± 5
µC reductive and oxidative peaks, respectively, while the peak potentials remained
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unaltered from those without the CNTs at 74 ± 20 and 162 ± 18 mV (all potentials
vs NHE).
Figure 3.1: Representative CVs from EndoIII and MutY thin films on a PGE
electrode. A thin film containing only 75 µM EndoIII capped with Nafion gave a
quasi-reversible signal with reductive and oxidative peaks centered, respectively, at
74 ± 11 and 162 ± 20 mV versus NHE (center; red trace). Notably, the addition
of CNTs substantially amplified the signal, simplifying quantification (center; blue
trace). Similarly, 25 µM MutY in the presence of CNTs yielded a signal with
reductive and oxidative peaks at 100 ± 9.0 and 162 ± 3.0 mV versus NHE (bottom).
CV scans were taken at a scan rate of 100 mV/s.
The addition of EndoIII and CNTs was associated with a large increase in
the capacitance; much of this increase was due to CNTs, as seen in CNT/Nafion
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thin films, but the protein itself certainly contributed (Figure A.8). Notably, the
high conductivity of CNTs amplifies redox events at the surface; a CNT/Nafion
film shows reversible peaks around 200 mV vs NHE and -80 mV vs NHE, both
of which show no splitting and are likely attributable to the reversible reduction of
surface oxides on the edge plane and even on the CNTs themselves (Figure A.8)
[29–31]. Indeed, the 200 mV peaks were invariably present, although smaller, in
buffer alone and the -80 mV peaks varied in size based upon the freshness of the
CNT suspension applied, consistent with this assertion. The presence of protein on
the surface markedly suppressed both of these peaks, and the EndoIII signal differed
from the background both by its potential, which was essentially identical to that
measured in the absence of CNTs, and in the occurrence of peak splitting; the latter
suggested a slower process, in agreement with reports of other proteins adsorbed on
carbon [21].
WT MutY thin films were prepared just as with EndoIII, although the stock
concentrations were somewhat lower (~50 µM for MutY compared to ~150 µM for
EndoIII).MutYdisplayed a quasi-reversible signal similar toEndoIII onCNT/Nafion
thin films, with CV peak potentials centered at 100 ± 9 mV for the reductive peak
and 162 ± 3 mV for the oxidative peak (Figure 3.1). Notably, the potentials were
within error of the values obtained for EndoIII. The respective peak areas were 2.3
± 0.3 and -3.4 ± 0.1 µC, about an order of magnitude smaller than EndoIII and
indicative of lower surface coverage.
For both EndoIII and MutY, the current exhibited a linear dependence on the
scan rate (Figure A.9), confirming that the protein was adsorbed to the electrode
surface rather than diffusing in from solution; this relationship was present whether
or not CNTs were included. Surface coverage was initially determined simply by
converting the total CV peak charge at a scan rate of 100 mV/s into pmol using
Faraday’s constant and dividing by the geometric surface area of the electrode.
Because the PGE surface is uneven, the geometric surface area can underestimate
the electroactive area by a factor as large as 104 [32]. Indeed, using the geometric
area of the electrode (0.196 cm2) gave a surface coverage of 550 ± 300 pmol/cm2 for
75 µMEndoIII stock, over 10 times larger than reported for ferredoxin thin films on
PGE (40 pmol/cm2) [32] and over 100 times larger than CNT/Nafion/protein thin
films on glassy carbon (2–6 pmol/cm2) [21].
By taking the scan rate dependence of the current for [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in En-
doIII storage buffer and applying the Randles–Sevcik equation (Equation 3.1), the
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electroactive surface area was determined to be 1.0 cm2, about 5 times larger than
the simple geometric area. When this correction was applied to a thin film formed
from 75 µM EndoIII stock, a value of 108 ± 60 pmol/cm2 was obtained, which is
still high but much closer to previously published results on PGE [32]. Applying
the same correction to films formed from 25 µMMutY stock gave a coverage of 29
± 6 pmol/cm2, around 25% of that measured for 75 µMEndoIII. To facilitate a more
direct comparison, surface coverage on thin films formed with 25 µM EndoIII was
measured to be 51 ± 8 pmol/cm2, indicating that MutY adsorption was absolutely
less extensive than EndoIII. This result is not surprising, given that unmodified
MutY is 39 kDa while EndoIII is only 24 kDa; the 42 kDa N-terminal MBP tag on
MutY would only enhance this issue.
Adsorption of proteins to the electrode surface made it possible to estimate
electron transfer rate (kET ) and transfer coefficient (α) values using the Laviron
method for diffusionless systems (FigureA.9) [33], whereα is ameasure of transition
state symmetry, taking on values between 0 and 1. The MutY signal was too small
to measure the currents at high scan rates, but this analysis could be carried out for
EndoIII. In the case of EndoIII, we obtained a kET value of 3 ± 0.6 s−1 and α values
of 0.4 and 0.6 for the reductive and oxidative peaks, respectively. Assuming that
electron transfer is the only reaction taking place on the electrode, the values of α
imply a quasi-reversible system. Importantly, electron transfer rates are similar to
those reported for other redox-active enzymes/proteins adsorbed to carbon electrodes
in the presence of CNTs and Nafion [21].
Electrochemistry of WT EndoIII and MutY in the Presence of DNA
Having found thin films on PGE to facilitate the direct electrochemistry of free
[4Fe4S] proteins, we proceeded to see if the DNA-directed potential shift observed
on HOPG could be replicated. With this aim in mind, a solution containing EndoIII
and 20-mer duplex DNA in a 1:1 ratio in storage buffer was prepared, incubated on
ice for 30 min, and dried to form a thin film on the electrode surface. Inclusion
of CNTs in the film resulted in a noisy, widely split (>100 mV) signal that had the
same potential as DNA-free protein, indicating that the protein was not DNA-bound.
Thus, CNTs were excluded from subsequent experiments with DNA present. Under
these conditions, EndoIII showed a very small signal by CV that was much more
readily visualized and quantified using square wave voltammetry (SQWV; Figure
3.2, Table 3.1). The potential as measured by SQWV was 64 ± 8 mV, representing
a negative shift of ~60 mV from the DNA-free value of 130 ± 8 mV. This result is
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Enzyme ESQWV (mV), No DNA ESQWV (mV), + DNA




110 ± 8 -
WT EndoIII
E200K 130 ± 7 -
WT EndoIII
Y205H 125 ± 11 -
WT EndoIII
K208E 141 ± 12 -
WT MutY > 130c 85 ± 3
b
80 ± 6b,d
Table 3.1: Potentials (versus NHE) of SQWVReductive Sweeps forWT andMutant
EndoIII andWTMutY in the Presence andAbsence of DNAa. (a)When used, CNTs
were added from a 0.25 mg/mL stock, and all experiments used protein storage
buffer as the supporting electrolyte (20 mM sodium phosphate, 0.5 mM EDTA, 150
mM NaCl, pH 7.5 for EndoIII and 20 mM sodium phosphate, 1 mM EDTA, 150
mM NaCl, pH 7.6 for MutY). Each value is the average of three or more separate
experiments, and the error is the standard deviation of the mean. (b) No CNTs
present. (c) The MutY SQWV peaks (Figure 3.2) were too small and noisy to
measure the potential with confidence. (d) OG:FA MutY substrate trap DNA.
in overall agreement with earlier results supporting the stabilization of the oxidized
[4Fe4S]3+ form upon DNA binding, but the shift seen here is markedly smaller
[8]. This difference can likely be attributed to less than 100% of the protein being
DNA bound; free protein likely contributed to the observed peak, leading to an
underestimate of the shift. This heterogeneity could be further complicated by the
expected random orientation of DNA and protein at the electrode. Indeed, this is a
fundamental difference between the HOPG and PGE setups: the signal on HOPG
was DNA-mediated, while that on PGE was not.
Electrochemistry of MutY thin films prepared in the presence and absence of
DNA (a 30-mer duplex, in this case) gave similar results to EndoIII. In the absence
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of DNA and CNTs, the SQWV peak was too small to measure the potential with
confidence, but it was in the same region as EndoIII (~130 mV vs NHE; Figure 3.2);
whenDNAwas present, the potential shifted to 85 ± 3mVvsNHE (Figure 3.2, Table
3.1). In an effort to obtain larger signal sizes by increasing the proportion of DNA-
bound protein on the surface, the experiment was repeated with DNA containing
an FA:oxoG substrate trap, which mimics the A:oxoG target of MutY but inhibits
N-glycosidic bond cleavage due to the electron withdrawing effect of the fluorine at
the sugar 2′ position [34]. No significant differences were observed, although the
potential of 80 ± 6 mV indicated a similar DNA-bound signal, suggesting that any
increase in DNA binding affinity afforded by the substrate trap was not sufficient
to overcome the combined effects of DNA-free proteins on the surface and surface
passivation by the DNA itself. In considering these results, it is important to note
that, while a shift could be observed for both proteins, surface passivation by non-
tethered DNA blocked a portion of the available electroactive sites and made the
signals small and noisy. Taken together, these results demonstrate the limitations
of the PGE surface, but importantly, they confirm that large potential shifts can be
observed on the PGE electrode even under suboptimal conditions.
Direct Electrochemistry of WT EndoIII in the Presence of Poly-l-Glutamate
We next sought to determine if DNA is unique in its ability to shift the
potential of the [4Fe4S] cluster by forming thin films with poly-l-glutamate (MW
50-100 kDa). Due to the small size of MutY signals, EndoIII was used for this
purpose. Like DNA, poly-l-glutamate is polyanionic, but it is not a specific target
for EndoIII binding. In these experiments, poly-l-glutamate was preincubated with
EndoIII in a 1:1 ratio and added to thin films just as with DNA.Unlike with DNA, the
measured potentials and peak shapes were indistinguishable whether or not CNTs
were included. Interestingly, the presence of poly-l-glutamate did not result in a
significant potential shift by CV, with the reductive and oxidative peaks centered
at 81 ± 1 and 143 ± 1 mV, respectively (Figure 3.3). At 110 ± 9 mV, the SQWV
potential is, accounting for error, about 10 mV lower than that of free EndoIII but is
still substantially more positive than the DNA-bound potential (Table 3.1). The CV
values are within error of that for freeWT EndoIII (Figure 3.3, Table 3.1), and given
that EndoIII does not specifically bind to poly-l-glutamate, this result should not
be too surprising. It is likely that the [4Fe4S] cluster is not exposed to the negative
charges of unbound poly-l-glutamate to the extent that it would be when the protein
is tightly bound to DNA, so no significant shift can be observed. This is also in line
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with the insusceptibility of free EndoIII to oxidation or reduction originally noted
by Cunningham [2]. Overall, these results indicate that the potential of the EndoIII
[4Fe4S] cluster can be appreciably altered only when the protein binds directly to a
polyanion, such that the cluster experiences the full effect of the negative charges.
Thus, DNA appears uniquely able to affect the potential of the cluster both by its
charges and by its function as a binding substrate for these types of [4Fe4S] proteins.
Direct Electrochemistry of EndoIII Mutants
Since EndoIII was observed to undergo a significant potential shift upon DNA
binding but not in the presence of the nonsubstrate poly-l-glutamate, we reasonably
assumed that only charges in the immediate vicinity of the cluster could shift the
potential. Following this line of reasoning, we sought to determine if altering the
charge on amino acid residues near the cluster might have a similarly large effect on
the potential. Mutation of nearby residues to give a net positive or negative charge
was of further interest because it could, in principle, shift the cluster potential in
both positive and negative directions, unlike the unidirectional shift associated with
DNA binding.
In order to investigate these possibilities, the following EndoIII point mutants
were prepared: E200K,Y205H, andK208E [18]. All of these residues are ~5Å from
the cluster, and these mutations span nearly the full range of possible single-charge
alterations, going from a single negatively charged residue to a positively charged
one (E200K), a neutral residue to a positive residue (Y205H), and a positive residue
to a negative one (K208E). Positively charged mutants would be expected to be
more repulsive to the [4Fe4S]3+ state, favoring reduction, while negatively charged
mutants would bemore attractive, stabilizing the oxidized form of the protein. While
shifts might be expected, the precise extent cannot be readily predicted; a study on
outer-sphere effects in HiPIP [4Fe4S] protein resulted in shifts as large as 150 mV,
while surface mutations in certain ferredoxins led to no changes in potential [35,
36].
Surprisingly, all of the mutants exhibited DNA-free potentials on PGE thin
films within error of WT (Figure 3.3, Table 3.1); this was apparent by CV, SQWV,
and DPV. However, the standard deviation was relatively high, with the largest value
(for WT) around 20 mV. Since conclusions are limited by the largest error among
the species investigated, these data are consistent with two possibilities: either there
is no change between WT and any of the mutants, or a small shift on the order of 10
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mV is present. In either case, it is clear that the effect of changing a single charge,
even one in very close proximity to the cluster, is much less dramatic than that of
DNA binding.
To confirm the accuracy of potential measurements, thin films formed with 2
mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+with andwithout EndoIII were also examined (Figure A.10). The
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ midpoint potential was consistently ~10 mV vs NHE in the presence
and absence of CNTs and Nafion, as well as in the presence and absence of EndoIII.
Just as with EndoIII, CNTs did markedly sharpen the peaks and facilitate larger
signals, independently confirming their effect on species in a thin film. Overall, these
controls verified that the measured potentials were not affected by CNTs or other
thin film components, indicating that the observed lack of variation betweenmutants
was due to properties of the proteins themselves. Overall, direct electrochemistry
of these EndoIII mutants confirms that DNA binding is a dominating effect relative
to single charge reversals in the amino acid sequence [18].
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Figure 3.2: EndoIII and MutY thin film voltammetry on a PGE electrode in the
presence of DNA. By SQWV, the presence of DNA resulted in a -65 mV shift in
the potential of 75 µM EndoIII (center), with a similar result for 25 µM MutY
(bottom). Signals were very small due to surface passivation, but they were still
readily apparent by SQWV. Unfortunately, CNTs led to inconsistent and unstable
signals, likely interferingwithDNAbinding, so they could not be used to enhance the
signals. Thin films were formed from several layers of a premixed 1:1 protein/DNA
solution, and were capped with Nafion. SQWV scans were taken at a frequency of
15 Hz with 0.025 V amplitude, and scans were from positive to negative potentials
(indicated by the arrow).
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Figure 3.3: Thin film voltammetry of WT EndoIII with poly-l-glutamate and com-
parison of WT with the mutants E200K, Y205H, and K208E. Unlike DNA, poly-
l-glutamate caused no significant potential shift even at 6 mM glutamate (top). 75
µM WT and mutant EndoIII in protein/CNT/Nafion thin films had nearly identical
potentials, with CV peaks centered around 125 mV versus NHE (center); the simi-
larity is even more apparent by DPV (bottom). Small shifts within the measurement
error (10–15 mV) are still possible but pale in comparison to the effect of DNA.
All CVs shown were taken at 100 mV/s, while DPVs were taken at an amplitude of
0.05 V with a 0.5 s pulse period. Poly-l-glutamate was preincubated with 75 µM
EndoIII both with and without CNTs; due to the larger signals, the CVs shown are
from films including CNTs.
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3.4 Discussion
In this study, we have used thin film voltammetry on a PGE electrode to
measure the potentials of EndoIII and MutY in the presence and absence of DNA,
and, in the case of EndoIII, in the presence of poly-l-glutamate and with point
mutations altering the charged environment near the cluster. Table 3.1 summarizes
all of the results. Notably, the potential shift observed upon DNA binding was
smaller than previously reported [8], with the SQWVpotentials ofDNA-free EndoIII
going from 250 ± 30 mV on HOPG to 130 ± 8 mV on PGE. This difference was
certainly in large part the result of less than 100% DNA binding on PGE, but the
distinct electrode environments on PGE and HOPG may also have played a role [8,
19, 20]. Indeed, the presence of negatively charged surface oxides on PGE, but not
HOPG, would be expected to lower the potential of adsorbed proteins to some extent
[29]. Even with a lower DNA-free potential, DNA-bound potentials still dropped
by 65 mV on PGE, which supports the assertion that DNA binding has a prominent,
although not necessarily additive, effect which cannot be duplicated by nonsubstrate
polyanionic molecules such as poly-l-glutamate.
The absence of a significant potential shift in the presence of poly-l-glutamate
does at first appear to be in conflict with the results of the Todorovic group, wherein
the redox activation of EndoIII was reported on a mercaptoundecanoic acid mono-
layer assembled on a gold electrode in the absence of DNA [16]. However, this effect
was attributed to tight binding to the carboxylic acid film; in contrast, the solvated
poly-l-glutamate used here would present a very different environment than a thin
film of small molecules, and it is unlikely that EndoIII was readily able to bind
this nonsubstrate polymer. While it is reasonable that multiple negative charges
could shift the potential, they can only do so if EndoIII is able to bind with some
specificity.
The results obtained here for DNA demonstrate that large potential shifts are
observable on PGE even under conditions where full DNA binding is unlikely. In
contrast to the conditions required to study DNA binding, the DNA-free EndoIII
mutants were studied under conditions that generated very large and readily quan-
tifiable signals; thus, the lack of any apparent change in the potential among these
mutants indicates that individual charge alterations near the cluster do not have a
significant effect. However, the error in these experiments was relatively high, leav-
ing two interpretations open. First, there may genuinely be no shift. In this case,
the conclusion would be that a single charge alteration is insufficient by itself to dis-
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rupt the local environment, even for residues ~5 Å from the cluster. Alternatively,
because the measurement error was around 20 mV for WT, shifts on the order of
10 mV may have been present but undetectable. Such small shifts would still pale
in comparison to those associated with DNA binding, which are larger as indepen-
dently measured on a PGE electrode (-60 mV for the EndoIII 2+/3+ couple) and on
a HOPG electrode (-200 mV) [8]. Assuming that the charge mutants of EndoIII do
have altered potentials and that the shift is at the upper limit of our error (~10 mV),
the effect of DNA binding is at minimum 6 times greater than the effect of a single
charge alteration. In either case, it should be noted that, despite the small signals and
adverse conditions resulting from DNA in the film, a substantial shift in potential
upon DNA binding was still detectable on PGE, while no obvious shift in potential
relative to WT was observed for any of the mutants, even though their potentials
were determined from very large DNA-free signals under ideal circumstances.
A similar result obtained with the same mutants on DNA-modified gold elec-
trodes supports the observed lack of potential shifts. In those experiments, the
similarity in potential was attributed to the presence of DNA being a dominant
effect, with only an increase in current correlated with protein folding stability
occurring for K208E and Y205H [18]. The smaller accessible window and poor
to nonexistent DNA-free signal on gold electrodes prevented the experiments de-
scribed here from being carried out, but taken along with our results, it appears that
the mutants have similar potentials to WT both on and off of DNA.
In summary, these results reveal that, under the same experimental conditions,
DNA binding is the dominant factor in tuning the redox potential of the [4Fe4S]
cluster. This is supported by the similarity of the DNA-bound midpoint potentials of
various repair enzymes [6], which all fall within a range of 60-85 mV vs NHE. In the
context of DNA repair, we have previously proposed a model in which these proteins
use single-electron transfers to signal to each other across the genome in the search
for damage [15]. In order for this model to work, the electron transfers must be
reversible, necessitating that the proteins involved have approximately equal DNA-
bound midpoint potentials. If this were not the case, proteins of lower reduction
potential would remain bound at the expense of those of higher potential, and the
search process would only be able to proceed by diffusion processes that are too
slow to fully account for the time scale of DNA repair [15]. This model depends
on the large effect of DNA binding to bring potentials into a relevant regime, and
our results verify that differences in the protein environment are unlikely to shift
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the potential sufficiently to affect the reversibility of interprotein signaling on DNA.
Overall, the similar DNA-bound potentials among diverse proteins not only facilitate
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C h a p t e r 4
INVESTIGATION OF REPAIR PROTEIN EXPRESSION LEVELS




Previous work using DNA-modified electrochemistry on repair proteins has
suggested a system where the 4Fe4S redox couple for these proteins can be accessed
interchangeably between each other due to sharing a common redox potential of
~80mV vs. NHE [1–4]. Different cluster-containing repair proteins of different
function and domains of life have been shown using atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM)
to localize to DNA mismatches using the DNA-binding affinity redox switch [5, 6].
This idea is the basis for the DNA-mediated redox signaling for lesion detection in
the genome. In this system, the expression levels of each iron-sulfur DNA repair
protein should sumup to create an optimal global genome scanningmechanism. If all
4Fe4S cluster containing DNA repair enzymes contributed equally to the efficiency
of DNA repair by helping each other localize to the appropriate lesion, knocking out
a specific cluster-containing repair protein should decrease the efficiency of other
cluster-containing repair proteins to localize to lesions (Figure 4.1). This model
was demonstrated in a cellular assay when DinG, a ATP-dependent 4Fe4S helicase
involved in R-loop maturation, was inefficient in its ability to resolve deleterious
R-loops after Endonuclease III (EndoIII), a 4Fe4S base excision repair enzyme,
was knocked out of the system [7]. Mechanistic details of this unique interaction
between the 4Fe4S clusters of DNA repair proteins remain uncharacterized. Here
we study the relationship between the expression level of these 4Fe4S DNA repair
proteins and its effect on DNA-mediated redox signaling for the detection of DNA
lesions.
Investigation of the effect of DNA repair protein expression levels on repair
efficiency in vivo hinges on the optimization of two experimental aspects: an assay
that queries DNA-mediated redox signaling and a technique to tune protein expres-
sion precisely. Multiple approaches can be used to tune protein expression by at
the transcription and translation levels. The most well-known method for tuning
expression is utilizing different plasmid promoter-repressor systems. Propionate,
arabinose, and lactose operons are examples of systems used to regulate transcrip-
tion of the desired gene [8–10]. All of these regulation systems hinge on a repressor
containing a binding site for their mentioned metabolite that deactivates repression,
thus causing a turn-on effect for transcription. Another approach for tuning is using
the CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) system where a guide RNA is designed to tar-
get the gene of interest to act as a transcriptional roadblock against that gene [11].
Additionally, plasmids or genomes can be edited to contain a stronger or weaker
ribosome binding site (RBS) which affects the rate of translation initiation of the
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the consequence of protein copy number on the scanning
model. Given a lesion highlighted in the red circle that is a substrate for only the
teal-colored protein, the efficiency of the teal 4Fe4S repair protein should decrease
as the purple-colored 4Fe4S proteins are taken out of the system, as there are now
fewer proteins overall participating in redox-signaling and scanning the genome.
gene of interest, allowing for additional depth in tuning copy numbers of proteins
[12]. Finally, genome integration of these promoter-repressor constructs provides
an additional level of specificity by ensuring only one single copy of the gene of
interest is inside each cell [13].
Two cell-based assays were used to report on the efficiency DNA-mediated
redox signaling and downstream repair efficiency. The InvA growth assay looks
at the efficiency of DinG helicase activity to resolve deleterious R-loops and was
used to demonstrate DNA-mediated redox signaling between EndoIII and DinG
previously [7]. The UV-sensitivity assay involves irradiation of E. coli with UV to
assess the efficiency of nucleotide excision repair (NER) after knockout of 4Fe4S
protein signaling partners. In this work we uncover the effect of various 4Fe4S
proteins on the efficiency of R-loop maturation and attempt to connect 4Fe4S DNA
repair protein copy number with global DNA repair efficiency.
4.2 Materials and Methods
P1 Phage transduction
P1 phage transductionwas used in order to generate InvA∆nth and InvA∆muty
for the InvA growth assay. The donor strain of either ∆nth or ∆muty was grown
overnight with antibiotic selection. This overnight was then diluted 1:100 into 2mL
of fresh LB with 20mM MgCl2, 5mM CaCl2, and 0.1% glucose. After ~2 hours
of growth at 37C, 40µL of P1 phage was added to the mixture and the mixture
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was allowed to grow until all cells had been lysed by the phage ( 3 hours). 50uL
of chloroform was then added to the lysate. Following brief vortex, the lysate was
spun down in small 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes at 14000 rpm for 2 minutes. The
supernatant was preserved and a few more drops of chloroform was added to the
mixture for sterilization. The recipient strain InvA was grown overnight in the
appropriate antibiotics. The cells were then pelleted at 6000rpm for 2min followed
by resuspension in 300µL LB with 10mM MgSO4 and 5mM CaCl2. 100µL of p1
lysate was added into 100µL of recipient cells and incubated for 30 minutes at 37C.
200µL of 1M Na-Citrate at pH 5.5 and 1mL of pure LB was added and the culture
was shaken for 1 hour to allow for antibiotic resistance expression. Cells are then
spun down at 6000rpm for 5 minutes, decanted, and resuspended with 100µL of
LB with 100mM Na-Citrate. This cell aliquot was then spread on an LB-plate with
the correct antibiotics. InvA∆muty strain creation was performed with Dr. Michael
Grodick. Colony PCR was performed on InvA to verify rrnA operon inversion and
gene knockout using primers listed in Table B.2.
Next generation sequencing of InvA∆muty
Putative InvA∆mutywas processedwith a blood and tissueDNAextraction kit
(Qiagen). The extracted genome of InvA∆muty was subject to Illumina sequencing
with a read length of 100bp for 8 million reads to ensure adequate coverage of the
entire genome. The acquired fastq files were aligned using bowtie-2 software against
the reference genome of K-12 E. coli NC_008253 and converted, merged, sorted,
and indexed into the appropriate genome file using samtools. Sequence alignments
were visualized using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV).
InvA growth assay
Overnight cultures of the E. coli InvA∆nth containing various rescue plasmids
were prepared by inoculating single colonies in 3 mL of LB media containing 50
µg/mL ampicillin. After overnight growth of ~20 hours, 50µL of the culture was
placed into a 10mL multichannel pipette tray with 10mL of LB-amp along with
inducer at varying concentrations if applicable. Strains were then put into columns
in the microplate depending on rescue plasmid genotype. The microplates were
then subject to shaking at 37C for 12 hours taking an OD600 or 630 reading every
10 minutes. Plate reader data was saved to a .csv and data analysis was performed
using scripts written in python 3.6.5 using matplotlib, seaborn, and bokeh for data
visualization [14–16].
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Creation of pBAD, pPro, pLac plasmids for EndoIII expression
In order to tune protein expression, propionate, lactose, and arabinose based
inducible systems were used and are designated as pPro, pLac, and pBAD respec-
tively. Plasmids were assembled via Gibson assembly using vectors acquired from
Addgene. pLac plasmid backbone is from pBbS5a-RFP (Plasmid# 35283Addgene),
pPro plasmid backbone is from pPro30 (Plasmid# 17809 Addgene), and pBAD plas-
mid backbone is pBbS8a-RFP (Plasmid# 35274 Addgene) [8, 17]. RFP insert was
taken from pBbS5a-RFP or pBbS8a-RFP (both are identical) and and EndoIII inserts
extracted from either the E.coli genome using colony PCR or from the lab EndoIII
overexpression plasmid. RFP was used either as a control or, in some cases, fused
to the N or C-terminus of nth for future experiments to quantify EndoIII expression.
Primers used are listed in Table B.3.
UV sensitivity colony counting assay
Overnight cultures of the E. coli ∆nth or ∆muty containing various pBAD
rescue plasmids were prepared by inoculating single colonies in 5 mL of LB media
containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin and 50 µg/mL kanamycin. 200µM or 50µM
arabinose was added during this step for some assays. After overnight shaking at
37C, the cultures were diluted 1:500 into 10 mL of fresh LB media also containing
antibiotics. Cultures were then treated with either 50µM of arabinose if not induced
during the overnight step. Cultures were then incubated at 37C for 3 hours. An
OD600 measurement was taken and cell concentrations were adjusted to match
optical density using phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to an OD600 of 0.4 and then
diluted 20200-fold and placed into a transparent petri dish. These dishes were placed
inside the UVP-crosslinker and subject to one treatment of UV radiation at 30J/m2.
10µL of the solution of cells was then taken from the petri dishes and placed into
patterns on a plate as droplets. The plate was then tilted to allow for the cell droplets
to spread and grow on a bigger surface area and thus allowing for easier counting.
Plates were then incubated at 37C overnight. Resultant plates are imaged using a
BioRad gel imager on the Coomassie blue setting. Colonies are counted up with
the assistance of OpenCFU software (Figure 4.2) [18]. Regions of interests can be
manually drawn out and the software will count automatically.
Genome integration of pBAD-nth
Integration ofWT,D138, andY82AEndoIII gene nthwas accomplished using
the clonetegration technique [13]. The nth gene insert under an arabinose promoter
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Figure 4.2: OpenCFU interface for drawing regions of interest and counting
colonies.
including araC operators was cloned into the cloningmodule usingGibson assembly.
The parent insert contains a toxic ccdB gene to prevent parent plasmid transformed
strains fromproliferating. Additionally, pOSIP contains aR6Kγ origin of replication
which can only replicate in strains that are pir+. This means that during integration
of other strains, the integration plasmid will not replicate and thus only one copy is
allowed to integrate. Integration occurs via the lambda integrase which takes the
attP site on pOSIP and finds a matching attB site inside the genome of E.coli. Thus,
integration only occurs at a specific place inside the strain. Additionally, the flaking
terminators integrated into the genome ensure that transcription of the gene insert
is exclusive to itself and is unaffected and will not affect endogenous transcription.
Primers used for creation of clonetegration plasmids are listed in Table B.1. Colony
PCR performed to confirm genome integration.
Plate-reader UV-sensitivity assay
Overnight starter cultures of ∆araC(pRFP) and ∆nth transformed or genome
integrated with WT, D138A, or Y82A EndoIII were cultured similarly to the above
protocol. After OD600 adjustment of all strains to the same OD, a 16-fold dilution
into PBS was performed on each strain into a transparent petri-dish for 254nm UV-
irradiation at 90J/m2. After treatment, the cell solution was diluted 16-fold into
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Figure 4.3: Clonetegration genome integration module developed by Endy et al.
Adapted with permission from St-Pierre, F. et al. ACS Synth. Biol. 2013, 2, 537.
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
7mL LB with 100µg ampicillin. 200µL of each genotype was placed into a unique
column in a 96-well microplate and placed into a plate-reader (BioTek) for OD600
readings every 10 minutes over 670 minutes in total. Plate reader data was saved to
a .csv and data analysis was performed using scripts written in python 3.6.5 using
matplotlib, seaborn, and bokeh for data visualization.
4.3 Results
InvA growth phenotype differs depending on gene knockout identity
Previous results of the InvA growth assay demonstrated signaling between
EndoIII and DinG [7]. To summarize, the InvA strain contains an inversion of the
highly transcribed rrnA operon. This inversion creates frequent collisions between
transcription and replication machinery and results in the formation of R-loops
which must be resolved by DinG helicase [19]. Knocking out BER glycosylase
EndoIII in the InvA strain (InvA∆nth) causes a severe growth defect suggesting
EndoIII signaling to DinG to locate deleterious r-loops efficiently. Additionally, this
growth defect is only rescued with the addition of EndoIII constructs capable of
conducting DNA CT, as any point mutations negatively affecting EndoIII DNA-CT
does not rescue growth in these InvA∆nth cells (Figure 4.4). Given these results,
the InvA growth assay could provide a means to measure DNA-mediated redox
signaling between DinG and any 4Fe4S protein. We tested the effect of knocking
out MutY, a 4Fe4S containing DNA glycosylase, on the growth of the InvA strain by
creating the InvA∆muty strain and comparing growth with the InvA strain (Figure
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Figure 4.4: Growth of InvA∆muty compared with InvA measured through optical
density over 7 hours.
4.4). We observed no differences in growth between InvA∆muty and InvA. Thus,
MutY glycosylase does not assist DinG in any manner for locating R-loops or the
assistance is so minimal that it is undetectable by this growth assay. This result
implies that there is an uncharacterized difference between EndoIII and MutY that
causes EndoIII to be the preferred DNA-mediated redox signaling partner for DinG.
This difference may be found in the relative expression levels of these proteins.
Figure 4.5: UV sensitivity colony count assay of ∆nth and ∆muty strains after
treatment with 30J/m2 UV. Pictures of colonies for each knockout strain (left) and
a histogram (right).
To further confirm this difference in cellular preference of redox-signaling
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partner between EndoIII and MutY, we utilized another DNA repair growth assay
to see if the preference for EndoIII still remained (Figure 4.5). By knocking out
either EndoIII or MutY from MG1655 E.coli and treating them with UV, we can
assess the ability for these two DNA glycosylases to signal to NER through UvrC
Endonuclease. The results show that the ∆nth strain was more sensitive to UV
irradiation than the ∆muty strain, reflected by the difference in surviving fraction
after treatment. This result maintains the trend that EndoIII is a preferred redox
signaling partner and suggests that potential expression level differences between
EndoIII and MutY can explain this trend.
Plasmid-based rescue of UV-sensitivity through EndoIII expression
Figure 4.6: LB-plates containing droplets of ∆nth with pPro30-nth or empty rescue
plasmid after treatment with 30J/m2 UV with varying propionate inducer concen-
trations.
In order to investigate the effect of protein copy number for the rescue of
the UV-sensitivity growth phenotype, a tunable plasmid-based system was devised
and tested. Our initial attempts utilized the propionate inducible pathway which
is regulated by the promoter PprpB and a prpR positive regulator [8, 20]. When
performing the UV-sensitivity assay with ∆nth and either an empty plasmid or
one expressing EndoIII, we observed rescue of the growth defect but no inducible
responsewhen adding 50mMof propionate inducer (Figure 4.6). Thuswe confirmed
UV-sensitivity of ∆nth can be rescued with expression of EndoIII but cannot be
induced using this system.
To achieve a tunable rescue system, we next attempted to utilize a lac-operon
transcriptional regulation machinery. This system is widely used for controlling
expression of proteins of interest in protein purification applications. This plasmid
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Figure 4.7: Normalized survival from UV-sensitivity droplet assay using pLac.
Strains of ∆nth with various rescue plasmids were treated with 30J/m2 UV and
plated as droplets. Colonies were quantified and the faction survival was calculated
and normalized to best surviving conditions. (I) and (U) stand for induced and
uninduced, respectively, with induction meaning a final concentration of 50 µM of
IPTG. (NS) means "nonsense" and contains a pLac plasmid expressing a nonsense
peptide. Data presented are of three biological replicates.
is regulated through a lac promoter with a lacO binding site onto which the lac
repressor, LacI, binds to regulate transcription. This setup was necessary in order to
attain the desired tunability of our plasmid rescue system. However, basal expression
of EndoIII was enough to rescue UV-sensitivity of ∆nth cells (Figure 4.7). All
knockout cells and cells expressing nonsense peptides were more sensitive to UV-
irradiation than their EndoIII expressing counterparts regardless of the presence of
an RFP-fusion to EndoIII. Full rescue of the UV-sensitivity was achieved before
addition of inducer and addition of inducer had no significant effect on rescue.
The final system we decided to utilize for creating a tunable EndoIII plasmid
was the arabinose operon transcriptional regulatory machinery. This system is
known for its lack of basal protein expression and is considered the gold-standard
for preventing leaky expression in synthetic biology applications. These plasmids
are regulated through an arabinose PBAD promoter with regulatory protein AraC
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Figure 4.8: Normalized survival from UV-sensitivity droplet assay using pBAD.
Strains of ∆nth with various rescue plasmids were treated with 30J/m2 UV and
plated as droplets. Colonies were quantified and the faction survival was calculated
and normalized to best surviving conditions. Arabinose inducer concentration was
50 µM when added. Data presented are of three biological replicates.
which, depending on arabinose presence, can act as a repressor or activator of the
system. When applying this system to tune EndoIII expression for the UV-sensitivity
assay, we find that rescue of the growth phenotype occurs without the addition of
inducer (Figure 4.8). Addition of arabinose inducer decreases cell survival after UV
treatment at a 50 µM arabinose and no colonies grew at 200 µM (Figure 4.9).
Genome integration with inducible expression of EndoIII introduces cellular
burden
From our plasmid-based UV-sensitivity experiments, we concluded that basal
expression from any plasmid system was enough to rescue the growth defect. De-
pending on origin of replication, plasmids can be maintained at varying copy num-
bers inside E.coli which increases the basal expression of the rescue protein due to
the multiple plasmid-DNA copies of EndoIII in each cell. We performed genome
integration of pBAD-nth to bypass the issue of multiple copy numbers for the plas-
mid approach. After 90 J/m2 UV-treatment of ∆nth with genome-integrated WT,
D138A, and Y82A EndoIII, we observe a decrease in growth rate and carrying
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Figure 4.9: Normalized survival from UV-sensitivity droplet assay using pBAD.
Strains of ∆nth with various rescue plasmids were treated with 30J/m2 UV and
plated as droplets. Colonies were quantified and the faction survival was calculated
and normalized to best surviving conditions. Arabinose inducer concentration was
200 µM when added. Data presented are of three biological replicates.
capacity with increasing arabinose inducer concentration. The decrease in growth
rate and carrying capacity occurs regardless of EndoIII point-mutation and suggests
that the growth-defect observed is likely due to an increase in cellular burden.
InvA∆nth experiences escape mutations from programmed growth defect
We wanted to apply the various tunable protein expression setups we have
developed to the InvAgrowth assay to confirmwhether the rescue trendswe observed
in the UV-sensitivity assay hold for the InvA growth assay. Using lab strains from
previous work, we were able to replicate results of the InvA growth assay with our
constitutively-expressing nth rescue plasmid (Figure 4.11). After introducing our
tunable pBAD plasmid system to InvA, we observe a less dramatic growth defect for
Y82A and an decrease in carrying capacity for WT EndoIII compared to previous
results (Figure 4.12). Additionally, these InvA∆nth strains seem to suffer from
escape mutations where the growth defect is bypassed over time, as demonstrated
by the similar growth curves between Y82A and WT (Figure 4.13). This resulted in
multiple fruitless attempts to recreate the InvA∆nth strain, as the strain would attain
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Figure 4.10: Growth curves of ∆nth with genome-integrated WT, D138A, and
Y82A EndoIII with varying amounts of arabinose inducer added. 95% confidence
intervals are calculated using the bootstrap method for 16 technical replicates.
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these escape mutations immediately after P1 phage transduction and thus display no
growth defect before rescue.
Figure 4.11: Growth curves of InvA∆nthwith various EndoIII rescue plasmids repli-
cated using strains from Grodick et al [7]. 95% confidence intervals are calculated
using the bootstrap method for 16 technical replicates.
Figure 4.12: Growth curves of InvA∆nth with pBAD EndoIII rescue plasmids at
various arabinose inducer concentrations. 95% confidence intervals are calculated
using the bootstrap method for 16 technical replicates.
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Figure 4.13: Growth curves of InvA∆nth strains with rescue plasmids from Grodick
et al after 2 overnight growth cycles with antibiotic selection. Technical replicates
are plotted individually.
Preservation of endogenous DNA and mRNA contexts allows for WT EndoIII
rescue of UV sensitivity
Figure 4.14: Design of rescue plasmids used in previous works [5, 7]. A 5′ extension
283 base pairs upstream of EndoIII (rsxE) is added into the plasmid.
Even though we observed a lack of rescue of growth defects when using WT
EndoIII as seen in Figure 4.12, previous works have shown a plasmid design where
WT EndoIII could rescue growth defects [5, 7]. This plasmid setup, displayed in
Figure 4.14, utilizes a 5′ extension 283 base pairs upstream of EndoIII (rsxE). This
addition allows for the WT EndoIII plasmid to rescue the UV sensitivity growth
defect (Figure 4.15). From the UV-sensitivity assay growth curves in Figure 4.15,
we see that the lag-time of ∆nth is decreased by ~1 hour, suggesting an increase in
cellular fitness after UV irradiation when WT EndoIII is present [21].
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We have uncovered details about the effect of the protein expression levels on
the efficiency of DNA-mediated redox signaling for DNA lesion detection. EndoIII
is the preferred redox-signaling partner over MutY for multiple repair pathways.
We demonstrated this preference in both UV-sensitivity and InvA growth assays
when comparing the magnitude of the growth defect in ∆nth and ∆muty strains
(Figures 4.4, 4.5). From our UV-sensitivity results, very low expression levels of
EndoIII were enough to fully rescue growth phenotypes as all tunable expression
setups rescued before addition of inducer (Figures 4.7, 4.9). Overexpression of WT
EndoIII exacerbated strain growth after UV-treatment whereas overexpression of
D138A, a catalytically deficient EndoII point-mutant, did not. Thus, an excess of
enzymatically active EndoIII harms the cell during the dire need for proper DNA
repair, likely due to non-specific enzyme activity. These results suggest that theDNA
lesion scanning system, composed of 4Fe4S DNA repair proteins, is a finely tuned
system that is sensitive to perturbation. Overexpression of one of the components,
EndoIII, could have made scarce important cellular resources. Given that these
4Fe4S proteins requires the expression and fidelity iron-sulfur assembly pathway, a
multi-protein network for the assembly and loading of FeS clusters, the metabolic
tax of EndoIII overexpression was likely overwhelming for the cell [22]. Even with
genome integration, addition of inducer always decreased cellular growth, further
confirming the aforementioned metabolic tax (Figure 4.10).
We did successfully characterize one plasmid feature that led to rescue of
growth defects with WT EndoIII. From Figure 4.14 and 4.15, we see that addition
of a 5′ extension 283 base pairs upstream of EndoIII (rsxE) allows for WT EndoIII
to rescue the UV sensitivity growth defect. The protein product of rsxE, a trans-
membrane subunit of an oxidoreductase complex [23], is likely unimportant to the
observed rescue as this 5′ extension does not contain any in-frame or deleterious
out-of-frame start codons. Instead, with the addition of this rsxE extension, the
DNA and mRNA plasmid contexts are affected in such a way that they replicate
endogenous conditions. An endogenous DNA context preserves any relevant pro-
moters that may exist upstream of the EndoIII gene which allows for more accurate
transcription. Perhaps more vitally, an endogenous mRNA context preserves the
RBS for a biological magnitude of translation of EndoIII. RBS content has the abil-
ity to tune protein expression over 5 orders of magnitude [12] and thus is extremely
important for maintaining expression levels of EndoIII that avoid over-allocation of
cellular resources and excess non-specific enzyme activity, which both have proven
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to be detrimental to cellular fitness.
While these protein expression levels should indeed affect the efficiency of
DNA-mediated redox signaling, they should not be the only contributing factor.
When comparing 4Fe4S proteins MutY and EndoIII, we observed using UV-
sensitivity and InvA growth that EndoIII is the preferred DNA-mediated redox
signaling partner for UvrC and DinG respectively. However, when comparing ex-
pression levels between these two proteins attained from ribosome profiling and
single-molecule counting, their numbers are similar [24, 25]. If EndoIII and MutY
copy numbers are similar, there should exist biochemical or electrochemical differ-
ences between EndoIII and MutY that accounts for the preference for EndoIII as
a redox-signaling partner for multiple repair pathways. Nonspecific DNA-binding
affinity differences betweenMutYandEndoIII could explain a preference for EndoIII
in DNA-mediated redox signaling. [Fe4S4]2+ EndoIII has a measured non-specific
DNA binding affinity of ~6 µM whereas [Fe4S4]2+ MutY has a non-specific DNA-
binding affinity of ~0.3 µM [26, 27]. This difference may cause MutY to bind
too tightly in its reduced form to be an ideal redox signal mediator through DNA
when compared to EndoIII. When uncovered, these in vitro biochemical differences
between EndoIII and MutY may provide additional insight into the protein network
of DNA-mediated redox signaling.
In order to investigate the effect of expression levels of DNA repair proteins
on the fidelity of DNA-mediated redox signaling, we needed to develop a tunable
protein-expression system that would not interfere with the growth rate of E.coli.
The acquisition of this goal is an ongoing research effort. In 2015, Ceroni et al
characterized and quantified the burden introduced by heterologous gene expression
[28]. From their results, addition of inducer causes a decrease in growth rate similar
to the decreases observed in our UV-sensitivity assays after addition of inducer
(Figure A.11). Therefore, cellular burden must be consistent between all strains and
maintain consistency through the timeline of the assay. One approach to achieve
this consistency is to make multiple plasmids that are "fixed-points" spanning a
range of protein expression levels. The goal of this set of plasmids is to span all the
desired protein levels to assess but have the same cellular burden as measured using
a GFP capacity-monitor technique detailed in Ceroni et al. To achieve similar overall
cellular burden, plasmids expressing less EndoIII rescue protein will also express
a dummy protein to counteract the increased burden encountered with plasmids
expressing more EndoIII.
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Another approach to circumvent the issue of cellular burden is to utilize an
assay that bypasses using cellular growth to report on DNA repair fidelity. An
assay where DNA repair events lead to a turn on fluorescent signal could be used
to bypass the negative effects of cellular burden as repair events can be normalized
to average fluorescence per cell. Though the fluorescent intensities may still be
affected by cellular burden, the magnitude of expression of the reporter may be
small enough that it does not feel the effects of resource re-allocation as strongly as
something more resource-intensive such as growth. Finally, single-particle tracking
of these repair proteins can be performed using super-resolution microscopy. This
technique was used to measure diffusion coefficients of various DNA-processing
enzymes and characterize the cellular localization and dynamics of NER proteins
UvrA and UvrB [29, 30]. Using this approach, we may be able to record DNA-
mediated redox signaling frame-by-frame in a movie that captures 4Fe4S DNA
repair proteins localizing to DNA lesions.
Finally, development of an assay that does not depend on cellular growth
avoids the development of escape mutations in the assessed strain. This was evident
in the InvA growth assay, where the growth defect is not stable through multiple
growth generations (Figure 4.13). The InvA∆nth strain quickly finds a way to bypass
its growth defect thus making it difficult to be created or made competent for plasmid
transformation. Overall, we have demonstrated that DNA-mediated redox signaling
is a well-connected network that is extremely sensitive to perturbation. Future work
to investigate this complex network requires careful experimental design.
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C h a p t e r 5
REPAIR PATHWAY CROSSTALK BETWEEN BASE EXCISION
REPAIR AND NUCLEOTIDE EXCISION REPAIR IN E. COLI
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5.1 Introduction
The 4Fe4S cluster is a metal cofactor utilized in biology for a variety of
different functions in catalysis and electron transport [1]. Recently, a novel functional
role for the cluster has been identified for proteins in DNA-repair and replication as a
redox switch forDNA-binding [2, 3]. HumanDNAprimase utilizes this redox switch
to coordinate primer handoff in replication[4]. For DNA-polymerase δ, enzymatic
activity is tuned by the redox switch, allowing for a fast and reversible regulation of
replication in response to oxidative stress[5]. In all cases, the redox of the 4Fe4S
cluster is achieved through DNA-mediated charge transport (CT), the ability for
DNA to carry charge through its pi-stack[6]. Due to the reliance of this phenomena
on the pi-stacking of the nitrogenous bases, DNA CT is sensitive to DNA lesions
and mismatches and can proceed over long molecular distances if the the DNA is
well stacked[7]. In bacteria we have established a model for DNA-mediated redox
signaling in which DNA CT occurs between 4Fe4S DNA-repair proteins, scanning
the genome, and localizing repair proteins to a DNA lesion (Figure 5.1)[8].
Specific features of this model were experimentally validated: the 2+ and 3+
oxidation state of BER protein Endonuclease III (EndoIII) showed different binding
affinities to DNA with a 500-fold lower Kd when EndoIII is in the 3+ oxidation state
versus 2+[9]. The redox properties of the 4Fe4S cluster of EndoIII on and off DNA
reveals that the 2+/3+ redox-couple is more easily accessed on DNA, suggesting
redox of the 4Fe4S cluster occurs when EndoIII is bound to DNA[10]. Many E.coli
4Fe4S DNA-processing enzymes have been shown to have a 2+/3+ redox couple
on DNA of 80mv vs. NHE, suggesting the ability of these proteins to signal with
each other[3]. Different cluster-containing repair proteins of different function and
domains of life have been shown using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to localize
to DNA mismatches using the DNA-binding affinity redox switch[8, 9, 11]. Addi-
tionally, the evolutionary conservation a metabolically expensive 4Fe-4S cofactor in
these repair proteins suggests additional function beyond being a structural motif.
Following this model, previous work has demonstrated that redox signaling between
4Fe4S-cluster proteins DinG helicase and Endonuclease III (EndoIII) facilitates
efficient resolution of R-loops[11].
Given multiple DNA-repair proteins have been shown to contain a 4Fe4S-
cluster, inter-protein DNA-mediated redox signaling should exist between other
repair pathways with a functional benefit of increased lesion detection efficiency.
This signaling is essential as E.coli are a fast-dividing organism in which genome
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fidelity must be maintained through each division within the time-limit of cellular
division[12]. Insults to the genome result in diverse DNA lesions that require
separate and specialized DNA-repair pathways to address in order to prevent these
deleterious mutations[13]. Two examples of these specialized repair pathways are
base excision repair (BER) and nucleotide excision repair (NER). BER proteins
target single-base lesions resulting from oxidative damage to the DNA bases. NER
proteins target bulky DNA lesions and multi-base lesions such as those formed after
UV-irradiation. These separate repair pathways allow for a division of labor in
identification, excision, and re-synthesis of each type of DNA lesion[14]. DNA-
mediated redox signaling between 4Fe4S DNA-processing enzymes in separate
repair pathways increases the efficiency of these proteins to locate DNA lesions.
EndoIII is a DNA glycosylase that has both glycosylase and AP lyase activity.
It can process cytosine base lesions as a glycosylase and can cleave the phosphodi-
ester backbone of DNA near an abasic site[15]. The 4Fe4S cluster of EndoIII has
been implicated to signal to other repair pathways through its 4Fe4S[8, 11]. In order
for CT signaling to occur between EndoIII and NER, a protein in NER must contain
a 4Fe4S cluster. UvrC Endonuclease, involved in the dual-incisions of NER may
contain this metal cofactor due to its unique conservation and arrangement of cys-
teine in the primary structure[16]. Additionally, electrochemical and spectroscopic
characterization of purified MBP-UvrC confirms the presence of a DNA-CT active
4Fe4S cluster. Indeed, demonstration of signaling crosstalk between NER and BER
further bolsters the nature of the 4Fe4S as a signaling cofactor in DNA-repair. Here,
we have uncovered DNA-mediated redox-signaling from BER glycosylase Endonu-
clease III, to a NER endonuclease UvrC enhances the efficiency of UV lesion repair
in E.coli.
5.2 Materials and Methods
Strains and plasmid construction
JW1625-1 and JW0063-1, a ∆nth Keio collection knockout strain (gene prod-
uct: EndoIII) and ∆araC knockout strain respectively, were acquired from the Coli
Genetic Stock Center(CGSC, Yale)[17]. All rescue plasmids were derived from a
PBBR1MCS-4 and contain a lac promoter for constitutive expression of protein.
pWT and pY82A express WT and Y82A EndoIII respectively and were acquired
from strains in previous work using a plasmid miniprep kit (Qiagen)[8]. pK120Q
and pD138A express EndoIII K120Q and EndoIII D138A respectively and were
generated using pWT as a template for site-directed mutagenesis using a Q5 mu-
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of DNA-mediated redox signaling. Two 4Fe4S containing
DNA-repair proteins (green and olive) conduct redox between their clusters forcing
one to bind with high affinity and the other to unbind with low affinity. This process
can occur iteratively through DNA until a lesion is present where localization of
bound repair proteins to the DNA-lesion follows.
tagenesis kit (NEB). All plasmids expressing EndoIII have an additional 238 bp of
upstream genome sequence to preserve endogenous mRNA context which is impor-
tant to ensure low but equal amounts of cellular burden is placed on all strains[18].
pRFP expresses red fluorescent protein and was generated via Gibson assembly
using a NEBuilder HiFi DNA assembly kit (NEB). Plasmid sequences and primers
are listed in Table S1. Plasmids were maintained by transformation into NEB-5α
chemically-competent cells using heat-shock. Plasmids were transformed into ∆nth
and ∆araC strains using electroporation (BioRad).
UV-sensitivity assay
Overnight starter cultures of ∆nth transformed with either pWT or pRFP were
diluted 1:500 into 10mL of fresh LB media containing 100µg of ampicillin for 3
hours. An OD600 measurement was taken and cell concentrations were adjusted to
match optical density (OD) using phosphate buffered saline (PBS), diluted 20,000-
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fold, placed into a transparent petri dish, and treated with 254nm UV at 30J/m2 UV
inside a ultraviolet crosslinker (UVP). Each strain is subsequently plated as 10µL
droplets and tilted to increase colony growth surface-area and facilitate colony-
counting. Plates were imaged on a ChemiDoc gel imaging system (BioRad) and
colonies were quantified from images using OpenCFU[19]. Survival was quantified
as a fraction resulting from the number of colonies observed divided by the number
of cells plated inferred via OD measurements at 600nm. The data reported is from
three biological replicates.
Plate-reader UV-sensitivity assay
Overnight starter cultures of ∆araC(pRFP) and ∆nth transformed with pWT,
pK120Q, pD138A, or pRFP cultured similarly to the above protocol. After OD600
adjustment of all strains to the same OD, a 16-fold dilution into PBS was performed
on each strain into a transparent petri-dish for 254nmUV-irradiation at 90J/m2.After
treatment, the cell solution was diluted 16-fold into 7mL LB with 100µg ampicillin.
200µL of each genotype was placed into a unique column in a 96-well microplate
and placed into a plate-reader (BioTek) for OD600 readings every 10 minutes over
670 minutes in total. Three biological replicates were performed for every genotype
and treatment condition.
Quantification of bacterial growth
Plate reader data was saved to a .csv and data analysis was performed using
scripts written in python 3.6.5 using matplotlib, seaborn, and bokeh for data visual-
ization and scipy, pandas, and numpy for data cleaning and fitting[20–22]. Growth
of strains from each well was fitted to a sigmoidal modified-gompertz equation[23]:





(λ − t) + 1
]}
+ A0 (5.1)
A is theOD600 at time t,C is the carrying-capacity or asymptote of the growth
curve, µm is the maximum specific growth rate, λ is the lag time, and A0 is the inital
OD600 of a given well. Bacterial growth in each well was fitted to this equation
using a nonlinear least squares method and histograms were generated after binning
by genotype. a ∆lag-time parameter was calculated by subtracting the lag-time of
each individual well by the lag-time of the minimum of the individual experimental
dataset thus emphasizing differences in lag-times between strains in each indepen-
dent experiment. 95% confidence interval was calculated via bootstrapping for all
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parameters.
Protein Purification and quantification
WT EndoIII and point mutants Y82A and K120Q were overexpressed and
purified out of BL21star-(DE3)pLysS cells. These proteins contained a His6 ubiq-
uitin tag and was purified as described previously and placed into a final storage
buffer (20mM Tris, pH 8, 500mM NaCl, 5% glycerol) and buffer exchanged into
an electrochemistry buffer (20mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 1mM
ethylenediamine tetraacete (EDTA)) for electrochemical, spectroscopic and gel-shift
assays[24]. Protein stocks were stored at a concentration of ~100µM and was quan-
tified by the absorbance of the 4Fe4S cluster at 410nm using an extinction coefficient
410nm = 17000M−1cm−1 on a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Cary, Agilent).
DNA-Modified Electrochemistry
Preparation of thiol-modified dsDNA, fabrication and assembly of Au elec-
trodes were performed as described previously[7, 25]. The DNA sequence used for
EndoIII electrochemistry was used in previous experiments and is listed below[9]:
HS-C6-5′-GT GAG CTA ACG TGT CAG TAC-3′
3′-CA CTC GAT TGC ACA GTC ATG-5′
Au electrodes were incubated with 100uL thiol-modified dsDNA for 18 hours
and then backfilled with 100 µL mercaptohexanol (1mM). This was followed by 5
100µL repeated washes of the Au electrode surface with a glycerol buffer (20mM
sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 20% glycerol) and then by
5 100µL repeated washes with electrochemistry buffer. 10µM of WT, K120Q, or
Y82A EndoIII was added to the surface for cyclic and square-wave voltammetry.
The relationship of peak current to scan-rate of EndoIII was analyzed using a linear
least squares method to produce regression lines for a linear or square-root of scan-
rate dependence. The correct dependence is selected as the regression line with the
highest coefficient of determination (R2).
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay
The nonspecific DNA-binding affinity was measured for K120Q and Y82A
through a electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). dsDNAwas purchased from
IntegratedDNATechnologies and purified byHigh Performance Liquid Chromatog-
raphy (HPLC,Agilent). TheDNAsequence used for EMSAwas taken fromprevious
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experiments and listed below[9]:
5′-ACT GAA CTC TGT ACC TGG CAC-3′ [Strand A]
3′-TGA CTT GAG ACA TGG ACC GTG-5′ [Strand B]
Strand A was radiolabeled with γ-32P-labeled ATP, 6000 Ci/mmol, 150
mCi/mL (Perkin-Elmer) using a T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs)
and purified using a Micro Bio-Spin 6 column (BioRad) followed by a Monarch
PCR & DNA Cleanup Kit (NEB) to repeatedly wash the labeled DNA reaction
with ethanol and kit DNA Cleanup binding buffer followed by a 25 µL elution with
Monarch Elution Buffer. A 10µM of annealed oligonucleotides was made by com-
bining equimolar amounts of labeled strand A with strand B in the electrochemistry
buffer and heating to 90°C for 10 minutes and cooled to room temperature over
3 hours. Annealing was verified by running a 10% polyacrylamide gel versus a
single-stranded control lane at 4°C and imaged on a Typhoon FLA 9000 Imager
(GE). 10µM Labeled dsDNA was incubated with varying concentrations (0, 2.5, 5,
7.5, 15, 30, and 40µM) of K120Q or Y82A EndoIII mutants (for 30 minutes at 4°C
before gel electrophoresis with a 10 % polyacrylamide gel at 4°C. Exposure time
on phosphor screens was calculated from the radioactivity of a 10µL aliquot using
a scintillation reading for a cumulative 2 million counts after exposure. Gels were
imaged and analyzed in ImageQuant 5.2 by measuring free dsDNA band intensi-
ties to calculate fraction of DNA bound to EndoIII normalized by the highest free
dsDNA band intensity when no EndoIII was added. DNA-binding affinities were
fitted through a non-linear least squares method to a Hill equation with a n = 1 Hill
coefficient.
UV-Vis Spectroscopy to monitor cluster degradation
Protein stocks of K120Q, Y82A, and WT EndoIII were diluted to ~10 µM in
electrochemistry buffer andUV-vis spectra were recorded over a 28 hour timecourse.
The loss of the 4Fe4S cluster absorbance was monitored over time and normalized
by the maximum 4Fe4S absorbance for each point mutant to extract the fraction of
4Fe4S cluster remaining. A linear least-squares regression was calculated to extract
a rate of degradation for each EndoIII point mutant.
Circular Dichroism
Protein stocks of K120Q, Y82A, and WT EndoIII were diluted to ~10 µM in
electrochemistry buffer and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was performed
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(Aviv Model 430) in the electrochemistry buffer (see above). The CD signal was
normalized by dividing each data point by the minimum of the dataset. A ratio of
222nm to 208nm was calculated for comparison of coiled-coil formations between
point mutants.
5.3 Results
E. Coli is sensitized to UV after EndoIII knockout
Previous work demonstrating EndoIII signaliing to DinG in R-loop repair
suggested the potentially diverse redox signaling capabilities of EndoIII in other
DNA-repair pathways[11]. Fromcysteine conservation and positioning,E.coliUvrC
was considered to contain a 4Fe4S cluster and thus could be the conduit through
which EndoIII can signal to the nucleotide excision repair pathway. Thus, the lack
of signaling between EndoIII and NER should manifest as an increased sensitivity
of E.coli to UV in the absence of EndoIII. Indeed, we observe this sensitivity as a
decrease in colony forming units (CFU) in a droplet-based assaywhen treating a∆nth
E. coli strain with UV (Figure 5.2). This sensitivity is assuaged by complementation
of the ∆nth strain with a plasmid expressing WT EndoIII.
Figure 5.2: UV-sensitivity droplet assay. Strains of ∆nth expressing either WT-
nth or RFP were treated with 30J/m2 UV and plated as droplets. Colonies were
quantified and the faction survival was calculated and normalized toWT conditions.
Data presented are of three biological replicates.
In order to quantify the impact of UV to the growth of these strains, we tracked
strain growth over 11 hours through OD measurements (Figure 5.3). Comparing
the growth curves of ∆nth and ∆araC, the most evident change is in the lag-time or
the time it takes for a strain to reach log phase. Here, cells expressing EndoIII reach
log phase 1 hour sooner than cells with EndoIII knocked out, suggesting that UV
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Figure 5.3: Average growth curve of ∆nth and ∆araC over 11 hours measured
through OD600 readings. Error bars are the 95% confidence interval calculated
using the bootstrap method.
lesions introduced after treatment are fully resolved as all strains reach log phase
and have similar carrying capacities. Overall growth curves for all strains were
comparable in growth rate and carrying capacity (Figure A.15). However, growth
lag-times does change in the presence or absence of EndoIII, suggesting that EndoIII
positively affects the efficiency of UV lesion repair.
Efficient UV-induced DNA lesion repair requires DNA CT active EndoIII
To investigate the mechanism through which EndoIII increases the repair
of UV lesions, growth curves were monitored for a variety of strains expressing
different point mutations of EndoIII to connect EndoIII protein biochemistry with
observed growth phenotypes. Growth curves for each genotype were recorded
and fitted individually. An averaged representation of the growth curves for each
genotype is shown in Figure A.15. For each mutant, the initial ODs were similar,
demonstrating that the amount of E.coli plated was consistent in all strains (Figure
A.12). The mean ∆lag-times of ∆nth and ∆araC were quantified to be 0.15 and 0.97
hours respectively, indicating a near 1 hour lag between the two strains to reach log
phase(Figure 5.4). This growth defect is lessened when WT EndoIII is introduced
into the system and the ∆lag-time decreases to 0.26 hours. In the absence of UV,
trends of lag-times between each strain mirror the UV-treated trends but are much
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less pronounced, suggesting that the lag-time differences are mostly caused by the
presence of UV-lesions(Figure A.13). The full extent of the ∆lag-time data was
visualized via a beeswarm plot (Figure A.16.
Figure 5.4: ∆lag-times of ∆araC and ∆nth strains with various rescue plasmids
after treatment with 90J/m2 UV. ∆lag-times were calculated by subtracting the
lag-time of each individual well by the lag-time of the minimum of the individual
experimental dataset. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals calculated using the
bootstrap methods. Data presented is from three biological replicates.
To check the effect of the enzymatic activity of EndoIII on lag-times, a
K120Q EndoIII point mutant was used to rescue the growth defect. K120Q has
been previously reported to have a 105 decrease in kcat for apurinic sites, but after
UV treatment, K120Q rescues have a similar ∆lag-time to WT at 0.23[15]. A
similar trend is observed with D138A, another catalytically deficient mutant of
EndoIII which has a ∆lag-time of 0.27. These observations demonstrate that the
enzyme activity of EndoIII is not important in the repair of UV lesions. However,
the Y82A point-mutant is poorly rescuing and has a ∆lag-time of 0.92. Y82A has
been previously characterized to have catalytic function but poor DNACT efficiency
reflected from multiple DNA-modified electrochemistry and AFM experiments[8,
11, 26]. In this case, the poor growth rescue capabilities of Y82A mirrors its poor
DNA CT efficiency and inability to facilitate DNA-repair proteins to redistribute to
lesions.
Nonspecific DNA-binding affinity of K120Q and Y82A EndoIII
In order to delineate the contribution of DNA-binding affinities to the CT-
signaling model, nonspecific DNA-binding affinities of K120Q and Y82A were
measured using EMSA (Figure 5.5). The affinities of K120Q and Y82A to non-
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Figure 5.5: EMSAofK120 andY82A formeasurement of nonspecificDNA-binding
affinity. Kd was calculated through non-linear least squares fitting of free dsDNA
band intensities to a Hill equation with a Hill coefficient of 1.
Figure 5.6: Cyclic voltammetry of WT, K120Q, and Y82A EndoIII. Buffer scan
capacitance for each point-mutant indicate similar DNA-modified surfaces before
the addition of protein. A reversible redox reaction is observed at 80mv vs. NHE.
specific DNA were 2.4µM and 3.9µM respectively. Comparing these affinities to
the WT EndoIII nonspecific DNA-binding affinity of 6.6µM (measured previously
using microscale thermophoresis (MST)) [9], we observe at most a 3-fold difference
in affinity between WT and K120Q EndoIII, which dwarfs in comparison to the
500-fold change in binding affinity between the [Fe4S4]2+ and [Fe4S4]3+ state.
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Figure 5.7: Quantification of Cluster degradation using UV-Vis. The absorbance
intensity at 410nm was measured as a proxy for the concentration of the 4Fe4S
cluster over 28 hours. Linear regression was performed using the least squares
method for all data points up to 6 hours to model degradation over the timescale of
a typical electrochemical experiment.
Figure 5.8: Circular Dichroism spectroscopy on WT, K120Q, and Y82A EndoIII.
CD signals were normalized to the minimum signal of each dataset by division.
A ratio of 222:208nm was calculated for each point mutant to report the presence
coiled-coils.
Electrochemical and spectroscopic characterization of K120Q and Y82A En-
doIII
We characterized the electrochemical properties of K120Q and Y82A EndoIII
compared to WT using cyclic voltammetry. Cyclic voltammograms obtained after
2hr EndoIII incubation on a DNA-modified gold electrode revealed both Y82A and
K120Q had smaller redox current peaks compared to WT (Figure 5.6). K120Q
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EndoIII was measured to have the smallest current peak between the three. UV-Vis
spectroscopy was performed to connect the observed current magnitudes of WT,
K120Q, and Y82A EndoIII with cluster stability through the loss of absorbance
at 410nm (Figure 5.7). Indeed, K120Q EndoIII displayed the slowest degradation
of absorbance signal at 410nm whereas WT was the fastest to degrade. Besides
differences in the rate of cluster degradation, no structural differences were observed
using CD spectroscopy as K120Q, Y82A, and WT EndoIII displayed characteristic
alpha helical CD spectra and similar 222:208nm ratios.
5.4 Discussion
EndoIII has now been shown to increase DNA lesion processing efficiency for
both R-loop maturation and NER [11]. Growth phenotype differences are present
between the InvA growth assay and the growth assay in this work due to the nature
how of the DNA lesion is produced. In InvA growth, the R-loop lesion is genetically
programmed through inversion of the rrnA, requiring repair to occur in every cell
during every doubling [27]. Thus, the resulting growth is affected by the lesion
both in growth rate and lag-times. Here, UV-lesions are initially introduced in a
bolus of UV irradiation which requires time to repair. However, once the inhibitory
UV-lesions are resolved, the cell can continue to grow. Thus, we observe the greatest
impact on growth for our UV-treated strains to be in the lag-time. This increase in
growth lag-time is rescued with the presence of WT, D130A, or K120Q EndoIII but
not with Y82A EndoIII (Figure 5.4). The two catalytically deactivating mutations,
K120Q and D138A, rescue the growth defect fully. This establishes that enzyme
activity is not required for signaling between EndoIII and UvrC but electron transfer
efficiency of residue Y82 in EndoIII may be essential for CT signaling.
DNA-binding affinities should play a role in the efficiency of the DNA-
mediated redox signaling model for detecting DNA lesions [9]. If a protein does
not bind well to nonspecific DNA, it is less participatory to scanning the DNA for
lesions through the DNA CT model. Measurements of nonspecific DNA-binding
affinities of K120Q and Y82A point mutants show that both proteins have similar
binding affinities and are slightly tighter though in the same order of magnitude as
the WT affinity (Figure 5.5). Thus, the observed growth defect rescue using K120Q
and lack of rescue with Y82A are not due to differences in their capacity to bind to
DNA non-specifically.
Electrochemical differences between these proteins may contribute to their
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differences in rescue capacity. Cyclic voltammograms comparing WT and Y82A
EndoIII shows a decrease in the redox peak current ofY82A relative toWT, reflecting
the inability of Y82A to rescue the growth-defect observed (Figure 5.6). However,
K120Q shows a peak current signal lower than that of Y82A. The current signal
of all mutants exhibited a linear dependence on the scan rate, suggesting protein
adsorption to the DNA-modified electrode surface (Figure A.17). CD spectroscopy
indicates no global structural differences between WT, K120Q, and Y82A EndoIII
as the curve shape and the 222:208nm ratios are the same for all mutants (Figure
5.8). The peak current differences between the point-mutants is explained by in vitro
differences of the stability of the 4Fe4S cluster. Monitoring the cluster absorbance
at 410nm over time, it is clear that the mutant with the largest electrochemical
current signal is the least stable in solution over time (Figure 5.7). Such a trend
was observed previously with electrostatic cluster point mutants of EndoIII where
lower protein stability meant greater solvent access to the cluster forming a water
pocket[28–30]. Structured water molecules have been demonstrated to increase the
efficiency of biological electron transfer and the same trends are observed here as
with the electrostatic cluster point-mutants of EndoIII[24]. AFM experiments on
K120Q may uncover a superior mismatch discrimination vs Y82A to contrast with
the electrochemical results seen here. Also, anaerobic conditions may be necessary
to characterize electrochemical properties more to true to in vivo conditions and
prevent the observed cluster degradation within the timescale of an electrochemical
experiment.
We have uncovered that DNA-mediated redox signaling of EndoIII increases
the repair efficiency of UV lesions and facilitates crosstalk between BER and NER.
This signaling does not depend on the enzyme activity of the proteins involved but
are more closely tied to their electrochemical features. More effort must be put
towards the connection of these electrochemical features to in vivo observations.
Investigation into other NER cluster-containing proteins, such the UvrC homolog
Cho, may further elucidate this signaling network and its coordination for effec-
tive DNA lesion repair [31]. Additionally, understanding the downstream gene
expression consequences given UV-irradiation may add additional insight into the
depth of this signaling crosstalk between NER and EndoIII[32]. This work acts
as a step towards understanding the effect of DNA-CT on multiple repair pathways
and demonstrates the flexibility for the 4Fe4S cluster to act as a signaling motif for
DNA-repair proteins to effectively scan the genome.
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A p p e n d i x A
ADDITIONAL FIGURES AND TABLES
A.1 Supplemental figures for Chapter 2
Figure A.1: Wide EPR spectra of irradiated sample containing WT ferrous iron-
loaded Dps, poly(dGdC)2 DNA, Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+, and [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+
with dark control subtracted. All conditions and instrument settings are identical to
Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2.
Figure A.2: Ferrous iron only (no protein) mixed with stoichiometric ferricyanide
in 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol. Concentration of iron was
240 µM, equivalent to that in 20 µM solution of Dps with 12 Fe/Dps. Instrument
settings identical are to Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2.
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Figure A.3: WT Dps EPR spectra compared to Fe only control in MOPS buffer.
Concentrations: Fe only: 240 µM ferrous iron with 240 µM ferricyanide (black
trace). Irradiated Dps sample: 20 µMDps (Fe2+/Dps: 11.7 ± 0.1), 1 mM base-pairs
poly(dGdC)2 DNA, 20 µM [Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+, 120 µM [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+
(red trace). Buffer: 50 mM MOPS, pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol. Dps
spectrum has had DC subtracted. Instrument settings: modulation amplitude = 10
G at 100 kHz; frequency = 9.37 GHz; microwave power = 6.4 mW; temperature =
10 K.
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Figure A.4: Dark controls (before irradiation) of DNA-bound ferrous iron-loaded
WT Dps and W52A/Y mutants. Spectra not adjusted for Fe loading of mutants.
Concentrations: 20 µMDps (Fe2+/Dps: WT: 16.0 ± 0.5, W52A: 10.1 ± 0.2; W52Y:
11.5 ± 0.2), 1 mM base-pairs poly(dGdC)2 DNA, 20 µM [Ru(phen)(dppz)(bpy′)]2+,
120 µM [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+. Buffer: 50 mMTris, pH 7.0, 150 mMNaCl, 5% glycerol.
Instrument settings: modulation amplitude = 5 G at 100 kHz; frequency = 9.37
GHz; microwave power = 6.4 mW; temperature = 10 K.
Figure A.5: Growth of E. coli ZK2471 strain (dps::kan ∆recA ∆ara) containingWT,
W52A, or W52Y pBAD18-dps plasmids induced with 0.2 w/v l-arabinose.
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Figure A.6: Raw images of E. coli ZK2471 strain (dps::kan ∆recA ∆ara) containing
WT, W52A, or W52Y pBAD18-dps plasmids induced with 0.2 w/v l-arabinose,
treated with 3mM and 5mM hydrogen peroxide, and diluted 10,000-fold.
Figure A.7: E. coli ZK2471 strain (dps::kan ∆recA ∆ara) containing WT, W52A, or
W52YpBAD18-dps plasmids induced (+)with 0.2w/v l-arabinose or uninduced (-).
Each 10 µL droplet contains a unique dilution factor and concentration of hydrogen
peroxide. This layout was conducted to extract optimal experimental conditions to
ensure a quantifiable amount of colonies on plates. At 3.5 mM treatment of peroxide
treatment (5th row colonies) there are clear differences in survival between induced
and uninduced strains. We extrapolated that 3 mM H2O2 treatment of 10,000-fold
diluted cells would create countable colonies for the survival assay.
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A.2 Supplemental figures for Chapter 3
Figure A.8: CV scans of storage buffer, a CNT/Nafion thin film, and a WT En-
doIII/CNT/Nafion thin film. CNTs increase the capacitance dramatically relative to
buffer alone (20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA;
green plot), although they also enhanced the signal due to charged surface species
(around 200 mV vs NHE) in addition to a signal near -80 mV vs NHE attributable
to oxides on the CNTs themselves (brown plot). Notably, neither of these peaks
exhibited any splitting, indicative of rapid processes taking place at the surface.
Incorporation of 75 µM EndoIII into the thin film suppressed both of these signals,
and resulted in the appearance of a reversible signal with noticeable peak splitting
near 100 mV vs NHE. The much higher capacitance in these CVs relative to those
in Figure 1 is due to the addition of 3-6 more layers of CNT/protein than later CVs,
which made the comparison easier but also caused the EndoIII peaks to be less
clearly defined. All CVs were taken at a scan rate of 100 mV/s.
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Figure A.9: Scan rate dependence of the current for EndoIII and MutY, and peak
splitting for WT EndoIII. The linear dependence of current on scan rate confirms
that the protein is adsorbed to the electrode surface (EndoIII, top right; MutY,
top left). Because the proteins were adsorbed to the surface, Laviron’s method
for non-diffusive systems was applied to estimate electron transfer rates (kET ) and
coefficients (α) for EndoIII (bottom; the small size of the MutY signal precluded
Laviron analysis).
Figure A.10: Electrochemistry controls on the PGE electrode. To determine the
electro-active area of the PGE electrode and to verify the accuracy of measured
potentials, 2 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in EndoIII storage buffer was added in the presence
(dark green) and absence of CNTs (light green). Notably, while the peak splitting
decreased slightly in the presence of CNTs, the midpoint potential was unaltered.
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Table A.1: Protein expression levels of EndoIII and MutY measured by ribosome
profiling and single molecule counting [1, 2]
Figure A.11: Growth curves of E.coli after arabinose induction for expression of
the Lux operon adapted from Ceroni et al [3].
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A.4 Supplemental figures for Chapter 5
Figure A.12: The starting OD600 of ∆araC and ∆nth strains with various rescue
plasmids either treated with 90J/m2 UV or left untreated. This initial-OD was
extracted from the y-intercept of the curve fits for each well. Error bars are 95%
confidence intervals calculated using the bootstrap methods. Data presented is from
three biological replicates.
FigureA.13: The∆lag-times of∆araC and∆nth strains with various rescue plasmids
either treated with 90J/m2 UV or left untreated. Error bars are 95% confidence
intervals calculated using the bootstrap methods. Data presented is from three
biological replicates.
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Figure A.14: The maximum specific growth of ∆araC and ∆nth strains with various
rescue plasmids either treated with 90J/m2 UV or left untreated. Error bars are
95% confidence intervals calculated using the bootstrap methods. Data presented is
from three biological replicates.
Figure A.15: 96-well plate OD600 growth curves of each genotype of E.coli after
treatment of 90J/m2 UV. Curves from the 16 technical replicates of each genotype
are represented as an average with a 95% confidence interval acquired through the
bootstrap method.
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Figure A.16: (A) ∆lag-time data of E.coli treated with 90J/m2 UV visualized as a
beeswarm plot. Every observation over three biological replicates are plotted. (B)
Boxplot of ∆lag-time data showing the minimum and maximum extent of the data,
outliers, median, and data quartiles (1st and 3rd).
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Figure A.17: Scan-rate dependence of WT, K120Q, and Y82A EndoIII. The rela-
tionship of peak current to scan-rate of EndoIII was analyzed using a linear least
squares method to produce regression lines for a linear or square-root of scan-rate
dependence. The correct dependence is selected as the regression line with the
highest coefficient of determination (R2).
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Figure A.18: UV-vis spectra of EndoIII point mutants at t = 0 hours. Starting
concentrations are calculated by the absorbance of the 4Fe4S cluster at 410nm using
an extinction coefficient 410nm = 17000M−1cm−1. Cluster degradation analysis
was completed by normalizing to these concentrations.
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A p p e n d i x B
PRIMERS
Plasmid designation Sequence 5’–3’
hk022_nth_backbone




























check primer for colony
PCR check primer
GGCATCAACAGCACATTC




+ rev: Colony PCR




InvA-check fwd + rev:





Table B.2: Table of primers for colony PCR of InvA strain.
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Table B.3: Table of primers for pPro, pLac, and pBAD tunable EndoIII plasmids.
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Plasmid designation Sequence 5’–3’



























+ rev: Gibson assembly





Table B.4: Table of primers for site directedmutagenesis of EndoIII and RFP control
plasmid.
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